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Abstract
The direct current (DC) microgrid has attracted great attention in the recent years due
to its significant advantages over the alternating current (AC) microgrid. These advantages
include elimination of unnecessary AC/DC power converters, lower investment cost, lower
losses, higher reliability, and resilience to utility-side disturbances. A practical DC
microgrid requires an effective control strategy to regulate the DC bus voltages, enable
power sharing between the distributed energy resources (DERs), and provide acceptable
dynamic response to disturbances. Furthermore, when the power demand of the loads is
higher than the power generation of the DERs in the DC microgrid, the power balance
cannot be maintained by control actions and the DERs fail to regulate the DC bus voltages.
Under such conditions, it is necessary to shed some of the non-critical loads in order to
protect the integrity of the DC microgrid. Thus, the DC microgrid also requires an effective
load shedding scheme.
This thesis is focused on developing advanced control and load shedding strategies for
integrity protection of the DC microgrid. The studies reported in this thesis include
developing (i) a versatile DC bus signaling control strategy to achieve coordinated
decentralized control of the DERs and loads in the DC microgrid without utilizing costly
high-bandwidth communication systems, (ii) an improved mode-adaptive droop control
strategy to enable desirable and reliable control mode switching by the DERs under various
operating conditions, and (iii) adaptive non-communication based load shedding schemes
to enable the DC microgrid to ride through the disturbances that cause large power deficit
and voltage sags.
The performances of the proposed integrity protection schemes are investigated under
various generation and load disturbances in both grid-connected and islanded operation
modes of the DC microgrid. Comprehensive time-domain simulation studies are conducted
on a detailed DC microgrid study system using the PSCAD/EMTDC software. The study
results indicate that the proposed control strategies: (i) improve power sharing between the
DERs, (ii) effectively regulate the DC bus voltages under various operating conditions, (iii)
i

improve the DC microgrid stability and its dynamic response to large disturbances, (iv) do
not require an excessively large grid-tie converter or energy storage systems, and (v)
enhance the DC microgrid reliability, flexibility, modularity, and expandability.
The study results also indicate that the proposed adaptive load shedding schemes (i)
effectively maintain the power balance in the DC microgrid through fast and coordinated
shedding of non-critical loads, (ii) prevent the bus voltages in the microgrid from falling
below predetermined lower limits, (iii) ensure that the critical loads do not experience
excessive steady-state voltage deviations, (iv) minimize the magnitudes and durations of
temporary voltage sags caused by sudden disturbances, and (v) increase the reliability of
the power supplied to the loads, by preventing over-shedding.
Keywords: DC microgrid, power sharing, voltage regulation, integrity protection, DC bus
signaling, mode adaptive droop control, adaptive load shedding.
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Summary for Lay Audience
The microgrid is an emerging technology that facilitates the integration of distributed
energy resources (DERs) in power distribution networks, reduces the energy losses, and
improves the quality and reliability of the electrical energy supplied to the consumers. In
the recent years, the direct current (DC) microgrid has attracted great attention compared
to the alternating current (AC) microgrid. The reason is that the majority of the DERs, e.g.,
photovoltaics (PVs), fuel cells, and battery energy storage systems (BESSs), provide DC
power, and an increasing portion of the emerging loads require DC power, e.g., electric
vehicles (EVs), consumer electronics, and LED lighting systems. The DC microgrid offers
significant potential advantages over its AC counterpart. These advantages include (i)
lower investment cost and power conversion losses due to elimination of unnecessary
power converters, (ii) lower cable losses due to absence of skin effect, (iii) higher reliability
and resilience to utility-side disturbances, and (iv) elimination of the need for frequency,
phase, and reactive power controllers. Hence, the DC microgrid is becoming a popular
solution for many applications such as data centers, telecommunication stations, shipboard
systems, EV charging stations, smart homes, commercial buildings, and renewable energy
parks.
A practical DC microgrid requires effective control and load shedding strategies to
protect the integrity of the DC microgrid under disturbances. This thesis is focused on
developing advanced control and load shedding strategies for integrity protection of the
DC microgrid. The studies reported in this thesis include developing (i) a versatile DC bus
signaling control strategy to achieve coordinated decentralized control of the DERs and
loads in the DC microgrid without utilizing costly high-bandwidth communication
systems, (ii) an improved mode-adaptive droop control strategy to enable desirable and
reliable control mode switching by the DERs under various operating conditions, and (iii)
adaptive non-communication based load shedding schemes to enable the DC microgrid to
ride through the disturbances that cause large power deficit and voltage sags.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The microgrid is an emerging technology that facilitates the integration of distributed
energy resources (DERs) in power distribution networks, reduces the energy losses, and
improves the quality and reliability of the electrical energy supplied to the consumers [1][4]. In the recent years, the DC microgrid has attracted great attention compared to the
alternating current (AC) microgrid [5]-[7]. The reason is that the majority of the DERs,
e.g., photovoltaics (PVs), fuel cells, and battery energy storage systems (BESSs), provide
DC power, and an increasing portion of the emerging loads require DC power, e.g., electric
vehicles (EVs), consumer electronics, and LED lighting systems [5]-[7]. The DC microgrid
offers significant potential advantages over its AC counterpart. These advantages include
(i) lower investment cost and power conversion losses due to elimination of unnecessary
AC/DC converters, (ii) lower cable losses due to absence of skin effect, (iii) higher
reliability and resilience to utility-side disturbances, and (iv) elimination of the need for
frequency, phase, and reactive power controllers [5]-[7]. Hence, the DC microgrid is
becoming a popular solution for many applications such as data centers,
telecommunication stations, shipboard systems, EV charging stations, smart homes,
commercial buildings, and renewable energy parks [8].
A practical DC microgrid requires an effective control strategy to regulate the DC bus
voltages, enable power sharing among the DERs, and provide acceptable dynamic response
to disturbances [9]-[13]. Furthermore, when the power demand of the loads is higher than
the power generation of the DERs in the DC microgrid, the power balance cannot be
maintained by control actions and the DERs fail to regulate the DC bus voltages. Under
such conditions, it is necessary to shed some of the non-critical loads in order to protect
the integrity of the DC microgrid [14]-[17]. Thus, the DC microgrid also requires an
effective load shedding scheme to (i) maintain the power balance in the DC microgrid
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through fast and coordinated shedding of the non-critical loads, (ii) prevent the bus voltages
in the microgrid from falling below predetermined lower limits, (iii) ensure that the critical
loads do not experience excessive steady-state voltage deviations, (iv) minimize the
magnitudes and durations of the voltage sags caused by sudden disturbances, and (v)
increase the reliability of the power supplied to the critical loads [14]-[17].

1.2 Statement of the Problem
The existing communication-based control and load shedding strategies are costly, suffer
from vulnerability to communication failure, and degrade the DC microgrid reliability,
flexibility, modularity, and expandability. The non-communication based control strategies
suffer from disadvantages such as load-dependent voltage deviations, poor power-sharing
accuracy, poor dynamic response to disturbances, and circulating current between the DERs
[9]-[13]. Moreover, the existing non-communication based load shedding schemes
necessitate a compromise between the voltage regulation performance and the power
supply reliability [14]-[17].

1.3 Literature Review
This section highlights the shortcomings of the existing DC microgrid control and load
shedding strategies.

1.3.1 DC Microgrid Control Strategies
The DC microgrid control strategies which have been proposed in the literature can be
classified into the communication-based [18]-[29] and non-communication based [30]-[53]
categories.

1.3.1.1

Communication-based Control Strategies

The communication-based control strategies include the (i) centralized [18], [19], (ii)
master-slave [20], (iii) circular chain [21], (iv) distributed [22]-[26], and (v) hierarchical
[27]-[29], control strategies. In the centralized control strategy, a microgrid central
controller processes the data received from the DERs and sends commands to them via
communication links in order to maintain the power balance and regulate the DC bus
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voltages [18], [19]. In the master-slave control, the DC voltage is regulated by a DER with
a high power rating, i.e., the master unit, and the other DERs, i.e., the slaves, are controlled
by either the master or other slaves [20]. In the circular chain control strategy, the current
reference of each DER is taken from the other DER, and the current reference of the first
DER is obtained from that of the last DER to form a control ring [21]. In the distributed
control, the adjacent DERs communicate with each other to improve the overall
performance of the DC microgrid [22]-[26]. The hierarchical control strategy consists of
the centralized secondary and tertiary control levels and a decentralized primary control
level [27]-[29].
The communication-based control strategies result in desirable power-sharing and
voltage regulation performances. However, they require communication systems that are
costly, vulnerable to failure, and degrade the system reliability, flexibility, modularity, and
expandability [9]-[13]. Therefore, the application of the communication-based control
strategies in large DC microgrids with multiple geographically dispersed DERs is often
avoided [9]-[13].

1.3.1.2

Non-Communication based Control Strategies

The control strategies in the non-communication based category enable autonomous power
sharing among different DERs using locally measured DC bus voltages. They offer
advantages such as simple implementation and low cost, as well as high reliability,
flexibility, modularity, and expandability [9]-[13]. Therefore, these control strategies are
more suitable for application in DC microgrids that include multiple geographically
dispersed DERs [9]-[13]. The non-communication based category includes the
conventional droop [30]-[32], improved droop [33]-[36], DC bus signaling (DBS) [37][47], and mode adaptive droop control (MADC) [48]-[53] strategies.
A conventional droop-controlled DER utilizes a fixed droop gain for the entire range
of its DC-terminal voltage. Thus, the values of the droop gains significantly affect the
microgrid stability, its voltage regulation performance, and the accuracy of power sharing
among the DERs that are responsible for the DC voltage regulation. A small gain results
in more accurate voltage regulation and less accurate power sharing among the DERs, and
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vice versa [30]-[32]. To resolve these issues, a variety of improved droop control strategies
have been proposed. The nonlinear droop characteristic of [33] improves the power sharing
and voltage regulation performances, but adds complexity and nonlinearity to the control
system. The adaptive droop control strategy of [34]-[36] reduces the circulating currents
and the power sharing mismatch among the DERs, but requires knowledge of the line
parameters, and also becomes excessively complex as the number of DERs increases.
The DBS and MADC strategies offer considerable performance improvement by using
control characteristics that adapt to the microgrid operating conditions. Both of these
control strategies operate using locally measured bus voltages. The DBS control strategy
[37]-[47] utilizes multiple predefined DC voltage ranges to determine the operation modes
of the DERs and the grid tie converter (GTC). The operation mode of each component
changes instantaneously whenever the corresponding bus voltage enters any of the
aforementioned ranges. Most of the DBS control strategies, [37]-[41], have been
investigated and verified under a specific operation mode of the DC microgrid, and
therefore may not be applicable to both grid-connected and islanded modes. Some of the
DBS control strategies perform DC voltage regulation using either the GTC [38], [39], or
the BESSs [40], [41], which necessitates high-rated GTC or BESSs to manage large power
imbalances. Another strategy is to use the GTC as the main controller and the renewable
energy resources (RESs) and BESSs as auxiliary controllers for DC bus voltage regulation
in the grid-connected microgrid [42]-[44]. This strategy requires lower-rated GTC and
BESSs, but unnecessarily curtails renewable power generation instead of storing the extra
power in the BESSs [42].
The MADC strategy utilizes a hysteresis characteristic to switch between voltage
control by the RESs and the BESSs in the islanded microgrid, depending on the bus voltage
variations [48]-[53]. The conventional MADC strategy is designed based on the
assumption that all DERs measure equal bus voltages, neglecting the voltage drops caused
by the line resistances. This is not always a valid assumption. Thus, the conventional
MADC strategy may fail to provide acceptable coordination between the voltage
controlling components in the islanded DC microgrid. This issue degrades the power
sharing and voltage regulation in the DC microgrid.
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1.3.2 DC Microgrid Load Shedding Schemes
The existing DC microgrid load shedding schemes could be classified into the
communication-based [54]-[69] and non-communication-based [32], [42], [43], [44], [51],
[70]-[73] categories.

1.3.2.1

Communication-based Load Shedding Schemes

The communication-based load shedding schemes [54]-[69] are able to receive and process
large amounts of data pertaining to the state of the microgrid and shed optimal amounts of
loads, in the correct order, in a timely manner. However, these load shedding schemes are
complex, costly, and vulnerable to communication failure. They also suffer from low
flexibility, modularity, and expandability [14], [15]. Due to the aforementioned
disadvantages, communication-based load shedding schemes are more suitable for
applications in small-scale DC microgrids with fixed and compact configurations.

1.3.2.2

Non-Communication based Load Shedding Schemes

The non-communication based load shedding schemes operate based on locally-measured
bus voltages [32], [42], [43], [44], [51], [70]-[73]. They offer advantages such as simple
implementation, low cost, robustness against single point of failure, and high flexibility,
scalability, and expandability [14], [15]. Therefore, these schemes are suitable for a broader
range of DC microgrids including those with geographically dispersed loads that do not
have access to communication signals. The non-communication based load shedding
schemes that have been proposed in the literature for DC microgrid applications include
voltage-based [32], [43], [70]-[72], timer-based [42], and combined [44], [51], [73]
schemes.
The voltage-based load shedding scheme [32], [43], [70]-[72] utilizes different voltage
thresholds to prioritize non-critical loads and instantaneously sheds a load whenever the
voltage seen by that load falls below the corresponding voltage threshold. The voltagebased scheme may cause unnecessary load shedding, i.e., over-shedding, when the voltage
thresholds are too close to each other. It also causes large steady-state voltage deviations,
i.e., does not shed sufficient amount of loads, when the difference between the voltage
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thresholds is large. Hence, application of the voltage-based load shedding scheme
necessitates a compromise between the power supply reliability and the voltage regulation
performance.
The timer-based load shedding scheme [42] utilizes a common voltage threshold and
prioritizes the non-critical loads using different time delays. This strategy sheds a load
whenever its voltage remains below the common threshold for a time period longer than
the corresponding time delay. This scheme may cause over-shedding of loads when short
delays are used. This scheme may also cause large voltage sags when large delays are used.
Hence, similar to the voltage-based scheme, application of the timer-based scheme
necessitates a compromise between the power supply reliability and the voltage regulation
performance.
The combined load shedding scheme [44], [51], [73] utilizes both voltage-based and
timer-based algorithms and thus operates whenever either of these two schemes operate. A
combined scheme with appropriately set voltage thresholds and time delays can alleviate
the voltage sag problem caused by delayed or missed operation of the voltage- and timerbased schemes. However, the combined scheme is more likely to cause unnecessary load
shedding as compared with both of the voltage- and timer-based schemes, and thus adversely
affects the power supply reliability.
The existing non-communication based load shedding schemes utilize fixed voltage/time
thresholds, and thus, either cause excessive bus voltage deviations or cause over-shedding of
loads.

1.4 Thesis Objectives
The main objective of this Ph.D. thesis research is to develop advanced control and load
shedding strategies to protect the integrity of the DC microgrid under large disturbances,
without relying on costly communication systems and centralized controllers that may
compromise the system reliability. The proposed integrity protection schemes are expected
to:
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effectively maintain the power balance in the DC microgrid under disturbances.



enable desirable power sharing between the DERs.



effectively regulate the DC bus voltages and prevent excessive voltage deviations under
transient conditions and steady state.



increase the power supply reliability by preventing unnecessary shedding of loads.

1.5 Methodology
In order to achieve the thesis objectives:


An accurate model of a DC microgrid study system is developed for simulation studies.



The behavior of the DC microgrid study system under various disturbances in both the
grid-connected and islanded modes is investigated using time-domain simulation in the
PSCAD/EMTDC software environment.



The results of these studies are used to develop and validate advanced control and load
shedding strategies that improve the stability and integrity of the DC microgrid.

1.6 Study System
1.6.1 System Structure
The low voltage direct current (LVDC) microgrid study system of Figure 1.1 [74]-[77], is
developed by converting the IEEE 37-node AC test system [78] to DC and enabling it to
operate as a microgrid. The operating DC voltage is chosen to be ±750 V to comply with
the guidelines of the IEC60038 standard for LVDC systems [79]. The ±750 V DC
microgrid includes a 1 MW permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)-based wind
turbine (WT) connected through an AC/DC voltage sourced converter (VSC) to the node
709, and two 0.5 MW PV generation systems connected through DC/DC boost converters
to the nodes 712 and 722. Two 0.4 MW BESSs are connected through bidirectional buckboost DC/DC converters to the nodes 705 and 707 in order to be as close as possible to the
critical loads area. A 1 MW bidirectional DC/AC GTC interfaces the DC microgrid with
the AC grid through a 0.75kV/4.8kV isolation transformer at the node 701. All converters
are represented in detail using switching models. The ratings and parameters of the DERs
are provided in the Appendix.
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Figure 1.1: Single-line diagram of the LVDC microgrid.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 1.2: DC microgrid configuration (a) Unipolar, (b) Bipolar.

1.6.2 System Configuration
A DC microgrid can be either unipolar or bipolar as shown in Figures 1.2 (a) and (b) [6],
[7], [80]. The unipolar configuration has a pair of positive and negative polarity conductors
which provide a line-to-line voltage level of 2Vdc. The unipolar configuration has
advantages such as simple implementation and symmetry between the DC poles. However,
it suffers from drawbacks such as lack of redundancy, lack of different voltage levels, and
risk of complete system shutdown under a single fault [6], [7], [80].
The bipolar system could overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of the unipolar
system. It has a pair of positive and negative poles and an additional neutral terminal, and
thus provides three voltage levels +Vdc, -Vdc and 2Vdc [6], [7], [80]. These different voltage
levels enable interconnection of the DERs and loads with different voltage ratings.
Moreover, the bipolar DC microgrid provides higher reliability, availability, and power
quality under fault conditions. Thus, the bipolar configuration is selected for the studied
DC microgrid [6], [7], [80].
The most commonly recommended grounding configuration for DC microgrids by the
international standards is the TN-S [81], [82]. In this configuration, the converter middle
point is connected to ground, and the body of the apparatus is connected to the neutral and
protective earth as shown in Figure 1.3. The TN-S configuration is typically used to supply
power to LVDC residential, commercial, and industrial loads [81], [82]. The DC microgrid
study system utilizes the TN-S grounding configuration.
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Figure 1.3: DC microgrid TN-S grounding systems.

1.6.3 DER Models
Detailed models of the DERs and the GTC are used in the study system. This section
provides a brief description of the utilized models.

1.6.3.1

WT Model

The PMSG-based WT consists of rotor blades, gearbox and generator, and is connected to
the DC microgrid through a VSC, as shown in Figure 1.4. The mechanical power extracted
by the WT is [83]-[85]:

Pt 

1
 air  Rb2 vw3 CP ( ,  )
2

(1.1)

where air is the air density, Rb is the radius of the blades, vw is the wind speed, Cp (λ,β) is
the turbine power conversion coefficient, λ is the tip speed ratio, and β is the pitch angle.
To extract maximum power from wind, the Cp should be kept at the maximum value
(Cp-max), and the tip speed ratio is to be kept around the optimal value (λopt). The WT
mechanical torque is [83]-[85]:

Tt 

Pt

t

(1.2)

The generator is represented by the PMSG model of PSCAD, which is defined in the
d-q synchronous reference frame as shown in Figure 1.5. The stator voltage equations in
the d-q reference frame are [83]-[85]:

Vsd  Rs I sd  Lsd

dI sd
 s Lsq I sq
dt

(1.3)
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Figure 1.4: PMSG-based WT connected to the DC microgrid.

Figure 1.5: The PMSG model in the d-q reference frame.

Vsq  Rs I sq  Lsq

dI sq
dt

 s Lsd I sd  s f

(1.4)

where V, I, Ψ, ω, R, and L represent voltage, current, flux, angular speed, resistance and
inductance, respectively. Subscripts ‘s’, ‘f’, ‘d’ and ‘q’ represent the stator, field, d- and qaxis quantities, respectively. The PMSG active and reactive powers in the d-q reference
frame are expressed as follows [83]-[85]:
PPMSG 

QPMSG 

3
s f I sq
2

3 
2
s Lsd I s   f I sd 


2

(1.5)
(1.6)

From (1.5) and (1.6), the PMSG active and reactive powers are controlled through the
q- and d-axis components of the stator currents, respectively. From (1.3) and (1.4), the dand q-axis components of the stator current are controlled through the corresponding
voltage components. The dynamic equation of the PMSG is [83]-[85]:

2H g

dr
 Tt  Tem
dt

(1.7)
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Figure 1.6: PV system connected to the DC microgrid.

Figure 1.7: Single-diode circuit model of the PV.
where Hg, ωr and Tem represent generator inertia constant, rotor angular speed, and
electromagnetic torque, respectively.

1.6.3.2

PV Model

The PV generation system is connected to the DC microgrid through the DC/DC boost
converter as shown in Figure 1.6. The PV cells are represented by the single-diode circuit
model of PSCAD (Figure 1.7), which is the most commonly used PV model in the literature
[39], [41], [51]. The circuit is composed of a current source, a diode, a series resistance Rs
and a parallel resistance Rp. The basic equation describing the nonlinear current-voltage
characterisitcs of the PV cell is [39], [41], [51]:

 V pv  Rs I pv 

I pv  I g  I d  


R
p



(1.8)


 qV pv  Rs I pv   

I d  I 0  exp  
 1




nkT

 


(1.9)

where
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Figure 1.8: BESS connected to the DC microgrid.

Figure 1.9: Equivalent circuit model of the battery.
and Vpv is the PV cell voltage, Ipv is the PV cell current, Ig is the full-load current, Id is the
diode current, I0 is the reverse saturation current, q is the charge carrier, k is the Boltzman
constant, T is the cell temperature, and n is the ideality factor [39], [41], [51]. To achieve
the desired voltage and current levels, PV cells are connected in series (Ns) (for larger
voltage) and in parallel (Np) (for larger current) to form a PV module. Several modules are
connected to each other to form a PV array [39], [41], [51].

1.6.3.3

BESS Model

The BESS is connected to the DC microgrid through a bidirectional buck-boost DC/DC
converter as shown in Figure 1.8. The battery model of the PSCAD software is used (Figure
1.9), which includes a simple controlled voltage source in series with a constant resistance
[39], [86]. The open voltage source is calculated with a non-linear equation based on the
state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery. The controlled voltage source is described by the
following equations [39], [86]:

Vbatt  Eg  Rbatt I batt
Eg  Eg 0  K

Q
 A. exp B  I batt dt 
Q   I batt dt

(1.10)
(1.11)
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where Vbatt is the battery voltage (V), Eg is the no-load voltage (V), Rbatt is the battery
resistance (Ω), Ibatt is the battery current (A), Eg0 is the battery constant voltage (V), K is
the polarization voltage (V), Q is the battery capacity (Ah), ∫Ibatt.dt is the actual battery
charge (Ah), A is the exponential zone amplitude (V), B is the inverse of the exponential
zone time constant (Ah)-1. The state of charge of the battery is expressed as [39], [86]:

I batt dt 

SOC  1001  


Q



(1.12)

The BESS must operate within a range of voltage and SOC set-values to protect its
elements. If the SOC decreases or increases to its minimum or maximum set-values, the
BESS converter stops switching and prevents the exceeding of its set-values [39], [86].

1.6.3.4

GTC Model

The GTC is connected to the AC grid through an output filter, and an interfacing
transformer, as shown in Figure 1.10. The GTC model in the d-q synchronous reference
frame is shown in Figure 1.11, where [87], [88]:

Vtd  Rt Itd  Lt

dItd
 s Lt Itq  Vsd
dt

Vtq  Rt Itq  Lt

dItq
dt

 s Lt Itd

(1.13)

(1.14)

and the subscripts ‘s’ and ‘t’ represents the AC system and GTC terminal quantities,
respectively. The GTC active and reactive powers in the d-q reference frame are expressed
as follows [87], [88]:

3
Vsd I td
2

(1.15)

3
QGTC   Vsd Itq
2

(1.16)

PGTC 

From (1.15) and (1.16), the GTC active and reactive powers are controlled through the
d- and q-axis components of its terminal currents, respectively. From (1.13) and (1.14), the
d- and q-axis components of the GTC terminal current are controlled through the
corresponding GTC terminal voltage components.
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Figure 1.10: GTC connected to the AC grid.

Figure 1.11: GTC model in the d-q reference frame.

1.6.4 Load Models
The loads in the DC microgrid can be characterized as constant resistance load (CRL),
constant current load (CCL), constant power load (CPL), or a combination of these [89][93]. Incandescent lamps, coffee makers, and electric stoves are classified as CRLs; LED
lighting systems, BESS chargers and EV charge piles are classified as CCLs; electronic
loads, power converters and electric motor drives are classified as CPLs [89]-[93]. Load
characteristic in DC systems can be represented by the polynomial load model [89]-[93].
This model describes the relationship between the load power and voltage as follows:

PLoad  ACRLV 2  ACCLV  ACPL

(1.17)

where ACRL is the CRL coefficient, ACCL is the CCL coefficient and ACPL is the CPL
coefficient. The relationship between the current and voltage of the CRL is expressed as
follows [89]-[91]:

I CRL 

P V
V
 CRL2
RCRL
V
n

(1.18)
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where ICRL and V represent the current and voltage of the CRL while PCRL and Vn represent
the CRL power and nominal voltage. The current of the CRL increases/decreases when the
voltage increases/decreases. The CRL is modeled in PSCAD software using the resistance
RCRL as follows [89]-[91]:

RCRL  RConst 

Vn2
PCRL

(1.19)

The relationship between the current and voltage of the CCL is expressed as follows
[89]-[91]:

I CCL  I Const 

PCCL
Vn

(1.20)

where ICCL and PCCL represent the current and power of the CCL power. The current of the
CCL is constant regardless of the voltage variations. The CCL is modeled in PSCAD
software using the resistance RCCL as follows [89]-[91]:

RCCL 

V
I CCL



VnV
PCCL

(1.21)

The relationship between the current and voltage of the CPL is expressed as follows
[89]-[93]:

I CPL 

PCPL
V

(1.22)

where ICPL and PCPL represent the current and power of the CPL power. The current of the
CPL decreases/increases when the voltage increases/decreases. The CPL is modeled in
PSCAD software using the resistance RCPL as follows [89]-[91]:

RCPL 

V
I CPL

V2

PCPL

(1.23)
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Figure 1.12: Underground cable configuration.

1.6.5 Cable Models
The cables are represented by the PI section model in the PSCAD software. Four different
sizes of the 1 kV single-core XLPE cable [94] are used in the study system. The cable size
in each feeder section is determined taking into account the load current, maximum
allowable voltage drop, and maximum acceptable conduction loss. The positive and
negative polarity underground cables are assumed to be buried 1 m deep, with a horizontal
separation of 0.5 m. Figure 1.12 shows the general configuration of the underground cable,
which applies to all four cable types. The cable length and type for each feeder section, and
the per-unit-length parameters and dimensions of each cable type are given in the
Appendix.

1.7 Thesis Outline
The next chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:


Chapter 2 proposes improved DBS and MADC strategies for the DC microgrid.



Chapter 3

investigates and compares the performances

of the existing

non-communication based load shedding schemes in the DC microgrid.


Chapter 4 proposes adaptive voltage- and timer-based load shedding schemes for the
DC microgrid.



Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis contributions and provides concluding remarks.

Chapter 2
2 DC Microgrid Control
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is divided in two main topics. First, an improved DBS control strategy is
proposed to achieve coordinated decentralized control of the DERs and loads in the DC
microgrid without utilizing costly high-bandwidth communication systems. Subsequently,
an improved MADC strategy is proposed for the DC microgrid to minimize the adverse
effects of unequal bus voltages on the coordinated participation of the DERs in regulating
bus voltages and maintaining the power balance in the DC microgrid. The performances of
the proposed DBS and MADC strategies are investigated and verified under various
operating conditions and disturbance scenarios in both grid-connected and islanded
operation modes of the DC microgrid. The time-domain simulation studies are conducted
on a detailed DC microgrid study system using the PSCAD/EMTDC software.

2.2 Conventional Droop Control
The conventional droop control strategy is briefly described in this section to highlight its
shortcomings and also to enable comparing its performance with that of the proposed DBS
control strategy in Section 2.4. In the grid-connected microgrid, the GTC operates in the
constant voltage control mode and regulates the DC bus voltages. When the microgrid is
islanded, the BESSs operate in the droop control mode and regulate their DC terminal
voltages.
The output current of a converter operating based on the conventional droop control
strategy is proportional to the deviation of the corresponding DC bus voltage from a
reference value. This enables parallel operation of multiple DERs in the DC microgrid,
without a need for communication systems. The voltage-current characteristic of a droop
controlled DER is described by (2.1), where Vdc∗ is the no-load voltage, i.e., the reference
voltage, and Vdci, Idci and Rdi are the output voltage, the output current, and the virtual
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Figure 2.1: Voltage-current characteristic of a droop controlled DER.

Figure 2.2: Simplified model of a DC microgrid with two droop-controlled converters.
resistance of the ith DER, respectively. Figure 2.1 shows the droop characteristic of (2.1),
where the slope of the voltage-current characteristic is the Rdi [95], [96].
*
Vdci  Vdc
 Rdi I dci

(2.1)

Figure 2.2 shows a simplified model of a DC microgrid with two DERs providing
power to a load. Taking into account the line resistances Rline1 and Rline2, the voltage-current
characteristics of the DERs are as follows [95], [96]:
*
Vload  Vdc
 Rd1 I dc1  Rline1 I dc1

(2.2)

Vload  Vdc*  Rd2 I dc2  Rline2 I dc2

(2.3)

The relationship between the output currents of the DERs is described by (2.4). In
practice, the line resistances are neither necessarily equal nor negligible. Hence, to achieve
acceptable power sharing between the droop-controlled DERs in the simple DC microgrid
of Figure 2.2, the virtual resistances should be determined such that (2.5) is satisfied.
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However, (2.2) and (2.3) do not apply to realistic DC microgrids where there are multiple
loads and also more than one DER may be connected to each line.

I dc1 Rd2  Rline2

I dc2 Rd1  Rline1

(2.4)

Rd1 Rline1

Rd2 Rline2

(2.5)

The conventional droop control strategy utilizes a simple operating characteristic for
all operating conditions of the DERs, i.e., for the entire range of the DC voltage, in the
islanded microgrid. Thus, the values of the virtual resistances significantly affect the
system stability, voltage regulation, and power-sharing accuracy. Small virtual resistances
result in more accurate voltage regulation and less accurate power-sharing, and vice versa
[95], [96]. Besides, it is shown in Section 2.3.4 that the droop control strategy may cause
unnecessary curtailment of the power generated by the RESs and also requires larger
BESSs for acceptable voltage regulation under large disturbances. The DBS control
strategy proposed in the next section significantly improves the DC microgrid voltage
regulation and power sharing performances, by utilizing more advanced operating
characteristics.

2.3 DC Bus Signaling Control
The DBS control strategy [37]-[47] utilizes multiple predefined DC voltage ranges to
determine the operation modes of the DERs and the GTC. The operation mode of each
component changes instantaneously whenever the corresponding bus voltage enters any of
the aforementioned ranges. The existing DBS control strategies differ from each other in
terms of how the operation modes of the DERs and the GTC are determined in each DC
voltage range. Regardless of these differences, the existing DBS control strategies either
necessitate high-rated GTC or BESSs to manage large power imbalances or unnecessarily
curtail renewable power generation instead of storing the extra power in BESSs [37]-[47].
In this section, an improved DBS control strategy is proposed for the DC microgrid to
address the aforementioned issues.
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Table 2.1: Proposed DBS operation states.
State DC Voltage Level DC Microgrid

GTC

Grid-Connected Full-Power Inverting
I

Vth2 < V < Vth1
Islanded

BESS

RES

Full-Power

Voltage

Charging

Control

Disconnected

Load
Demand

Grid-Connected Full-Power Inverting
II

III

Vth3 < V < Vth2

Voltage Control MPPT Demand
Islanded

Disconnected

Grid-Connected

Voltage Control

Standby

Islanded

Disconnected

Voltage Control

Vth4 < V < Vth3

MPPT Demand
Grid-Connected Full-Power Rectifying

IV

Vth5 < V < Vth4

Voltage Control MPPT Demand
Islanded

Disconnected

Grid-Connected Full-Power Rectifying
V

Vth6 < V < Vth5
Islanded

Disconnected

Full-Power
Discharging

MPPT Shedding

2.3.1 Operation States
In the proposed DBS control strategy, the operation characteristics of the RESs, BESSs,
and the GTC are divided into five states, which are summarized in Table 2.1 and shown in
Figure 2.3. At any time instant, the operation states of the DERs and the GTC are
determined by comparing their DC bus voltages with six voltage thresholds Vth1 - Vth6.
Under steady-state, the power balance equation for the DC microgrid is [39], [44], [51]:

PRES  PBESS  PGTC  PLoad  0

(2.6)

where PRES, PBESS, PGTC and PLoad represent the total active powers of the RESs, BESSs,
GTC and loads, respectively. Ideally, in each state, only one of these powers is adjusted by
the proposed DBS control strategy, to maintain the power balance of (2.6) and regulate the
DC bus voltages. However, in non-compact DC microgrids, where bus voltages are not
necessarily equal, more than one converter might simultaneously adjust their powers to
regulate the bus voltages.

2.3.1.1

State I (Vth2 < V < Vth1)

This state represents the scenario where the excess power in the DC microgrid is beyond
the level that can be exported by the GTC or absorbed by BESS(s), and thus renewable
power generation has to be curtailed. The GTC exports its maximum power to the AC grid
when the DC microgrid is grid-connected. The BESS(s) operate in full-power charging
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Figure 2.3: Proposed DBS operation states: (a) GTC, (b) BESS, (c) RES, (d) load.
mode. The RES(s) reduce their output powers based on their terminal voltages, to regulate
the voltages and maintain the microgrid stability.

2.3.1.2

State II (Vth3 < V < Vth2)

In State II, the excess power in the DC microgrid can be absorbed by the BESS(s) without
causing curtailment of renewable power generation. If the microgrid is grid-connected, the
GTC exports its maximum power to the AC grid. The RES(s) operate in maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) mode. The BESS(s) have to adjust their input power(s) in order to
maintain the power balance and regulate the DC voltage.

2.3.1.3

State III (Vth4 < V < Vth3)

In State III, the GTC and the BESS(s) are both able to balance the power in the DC
microgrid. Hence, the GTC and the BESS(s) provide voltage regulation under the gridconnected and islanded mode, respectively, while the RESs operate in MPPT mode.

2.3.1.4

State IV (Vth5 < V < Vth4)

In state IV, the power deficit in the DC microgrid can be compensated by the BESS(s),
without a need for load shedding. If the microgrid is grid-connected, the GTC imports its
maximum power from the AC grid. The RES(s) operate in the MPPT mode. The BESS(s)
adjust their output power(s) in order to maintain the power balance and regulate the DC
voltage.
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State V (Vth6 < V < Vth5)

In case the power deficit in the microgrid is beyond the level that can be compensated by
the GTC or BESS(s), some of the non-critical loads have to be shed to prevent voltage
collapse. The GTC receives its maximum power from the AC grid in the grid-connected
mode. The RES(s) operate in the MPPT mode and the BESS(s) operate in the full-power
discharging mode.

2.3.2 Voltage Thresholds
The voltage thresholds used to determine the operation states should be selected carefully.
If the differences between the voltage thresholds are large, the bus voltage deviations can
exceed the acceptable range. Using voltage thresholds that are too close to each other
should be also avoided, to prevent unnecessary curtailment of the RES output powers, and
also because sensor inaccuracy and voltage ripples could cause oscillatory behavior.
Therefore, the voltage thresholds are chosen to be Vth1 = 1.1 p.u., Vth2 = 1.075 p.u.,
Vth3 = 1.025 p.u., Vth4 = 0.975 p.u., Vth5 = 0.925 p.u., and Vth6 = 0.9 p.u. These thresholds
limit voltage deviations to ±10%. This set of thresholds also coordinates the operating
characteristics of all RESs, BESSs, and the GTC without any gaps or overlaps between the
five states of Table 2.1. This coordination enables smooth transition between the
aforementioned states under large disturbances. The adverse effects of inappropriate
voltage thresholds on the power sharing and voltage regulation performance of the DC
microgrid are highlighted in Section 2.3.3. It should be noted that the aforementioned
thresholds are not universal standards and they could vary from one microgrid to another
microgrid. For example, in small-scale DC microgrids, where the voltage drop across the
lines are negligible, the voltage thresholds could be closer to 1 p.u. in order to further limit
the voltage deviations.

2.3.3 Control of the DERs and the GTC
This section introduces the control systems of the DERs and the GTC, based on the
proposed DBS control strategy.
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Figure 2.4: Control block diagram of the PMSG-type WT.

Figure 2.5: Control block diagram of the PV.

2.3.3.1

WT Control

The control system of the PMSG-type WT includes a pitch angle controller and the VSC
controller. The pitch angle controller limits the aerodynamic torque and keeps the turbine
speed in a limited range. The VSC controller is based on the vector control method in the
dq reference frame. Depending on the DBS operation state, the VSC controls the PMSG
active power to achieve MPPT or to regulate the DC voltage. The VSC also controls the
reactive power to regulate the stator terminal voltage [83]-[85]. The control block diagram
of the PMSG-type WT is shown in Figure 2.4, where the WT voltage reference Vdc* and
the droop gain K are 1.1 and 0.025 p.u., respectively.

2.3.3.2

PV Control

The PV system either generates its maximum power based on MPPT or controls the DC
bus voltage. A general perturbation and observe MPPT method is implemented for the PV
system [39], [41], [51]. The control block diagram of the PV is shown in Figure 2.5, where
the PV voltage reference Vdc* and the droop gain K are 1.1 and 0.025 p.u., respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Control block diagram of the BESS.

Figure 2.7: Control block diagram of the GTC.

2.3.3.3

BESS Control

The BESS maintains the power balance in both the grid-connected and islanded modes to
control the DC bus voltage. The control block diagram of the BESS is shown in Figure 2.6,
where the BESS voltage references, Vdc-H* and Vdc-L*, and the droop gain K1 are 1.025,
0.975 and 0.05 p.u., respectively, in the grid-connected mode, and the BESS voltage
reference Vdc* and the droop gain K2 are 1 and 0.075 p.u, respectively, in the islanded mode.
Transition from the grid-connected mode to the islanded mode is detected using the rate of
change of voltage (ROCOV).

2.3.3.4

GTC Control

The GTC controls its active and reactive powers in the grid-connected mode to regulate
the DC bus voltage and meet the AC grid requirements, respectively. The conventional
GTC control method is vector control. The control block diagram of the GTC is shown in
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Figure 2.7, where the GTC voltage reference Vdc* and the droop gain K are 1 and 0.025
p.u., respectively.

2.3.4 Performance Evaluation
This section investigates the performance of the proposed DBS control strategy under
various generation and load disturbances in both grid-connected and islanded microgrids.
Comprehensive time-domain simulation studies are conducted in the PSCAD software
environment using the DC microgrid study system of Figure 1.1

2.3.4.1

Case Study 1

The first case study investigates the scenario where the total power demand by the loads is
reduced and the grid-connected DC microgrid has to handle the resulting large power
surplus. As shown in Figure 2.8, before the disturbance is applied at t = 1 s, the DC
microgrid is in steady-state, and the DER terminal voltages are between 1.01 and 1.045
p.u. The WT, PV1 and PV2 operate in the MPPT mode and generate 1, 0.5 and 0.5 MW
power, respectively, while the total power demand is 1.31 MW. The BESS1 and BESS2
draw 0.04 and 0.1 MW power, respectively, and the GTC exports 0.47 MW power to the
AC grid in order to maintain the power balance.
At t = 1 s, the total power demand reduces to 0.69 MW, which leads to voltage rise in
the DC microgrid, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). Therefore, the GTC and the BESSs start to
absorb larger amounts of power from the DC microgrid, to maintain the power balance and
limit the voltage rise. At t = 1.5 s, the total power demand is further reduced to 0.05 MW
(almost no load), which causes the DER voltages to rise again. The GTC reaches its power
limit by exporting 1 MW to the AC grid. The power balance is achieved by increasing the
powers drawn by the BESSs and decreasing the power generated by the WT.
The results of the Case Study 1 indicate that, in a practical DC microgrid, the voltages
measured by the DERs can be different. Hence, all DERs do not always necessarily operate
in the same state. In addition, the results show that the proposed DBS control strategy
effectively regulates the DC bus voltages and provides an acceptable dynamic response to
a large disturbance, i.e. the maximum power surplus, in the grid-connected microgrid.
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Figure 2.8: Performance of the proposed DBS control strategy in the Case Study 1: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and load powers.
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2.3.4.2

Case Study 2

The second case study investigates the scenario where the power generation by the RESs
is reduced and the grid-connected DC microgrid has to handle the resulting large power
deficit. As shown in Figure 2.9, before the disturbance is applied at t = 1 s, the DC
microgrid is in the initial steady-state described in the Case Study 1.
At t = 1 s, the power generation levels of the WT, the PV1 and the PV2 are reduced to
0.5, 0.25 and 0.25 MW, respectively, which leads to voltage drop in the entire DC
microgrid, as shown in Figure 2.9(a). The GTC reacts to this situation by importing 0.36
MW power from the AC grid to maintain the power balance, while the BESSs are in the
standby mode. At t = 1.5 s, the power generation of the RESs are reduced to zero, which
makes the DER voltages drop again. The GTC reaches its power limit by importing 1 MW
from the AC grid. The BESS1 and BESS2 automatically start to inject 0.16 and 0.17 MW
power into the DC microgrid, respectively, and maintain the power balance.
The results of the Case Study 2 indicate that the proposed DBS control strategy
effectively regulates the DC bus voltages and provides acceptable transient behavior under
the maximum power deficit in the grid-connected microgrid.

2.3.4.3

Case Study 3

The third case study investigates the performance of the proposed DBS control strategy
during the transition of the DC microgrid from the grid-connected mode to the islanded
mode. As shown in Figure 2.10, before t = 1 s, the grid-connected DC microgrid operates
in the initial steady-state described in the Case Study 1.
At t = 1 s, the DC microgrid is disconnected from the AC grid and the GTC power
exchange becomes zero. Thus, the DER terminal voltages increase, as shown in Figure
2.10(a). The BESSs react to the voltage rise by drawing 0.64 MW power. At t = 1.5 s, the
power generation of each PV is reduced to 0.25 MW, while the total power demand is
almost unchanged. Thus, the bus voltages start to drop. The BESSs reduce their absorbed
powers to about 0.07 MW to maintain the power balance and regulate the bus voltages.
The results of the Case Study 3 indicate that the proposed control strategy effectively
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Figure 2.9: Performance of the proposed DBS control strategy in the Case Study 2: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and load powers.
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Figure 2.10: Performance of the proposed DBS control strategy in the Case Study 3: (a)
DER terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and load
powers.
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regulates the bus voltages and provides acceptable dynamic response during transition of
the DC microgrid from the grid-connected to islanded mode and a subsequent disturbance
in the islanded mode.
In order to illustrate the impacts of the voltage thresholds Vth1 - Vth6 on the performance
of the proposed DBS control strategy, the Case Study 3 is repeated with two different sets
of voltage thresholds. The first set of thresholds are exactly two times of the values given
in Section 2.3.2, i.e., twice the values used to obtain the results of Figure 2.10. The second
set of thresholds are exactly half of the values given in Section 2.3.2.
Figure 2.11 shows the results of the Case Study 3, using the first set of thresholds, i.e.,
2Vth. As shown in Figure 2.11(a), the larger voltage thresholds cause larger voltage
deviations, especially under large disturbances. Although the larger thresholds improve the
power sharing between the BESSs, Figure 2.11(c), the voltage regulation performance is
not acceptable, since the bus voltages exceed 1.1 p.u.
Figure 2.12 shows the results of the Case Study 3, using the second set of thresholds,
i.e., Vth/2. As shown in Figure 2.12(a), the smaller voltage thresholds considerably improve
the voltage regulation. However, the smaller thresholds cause unnecessary curtailment of
the power generated by the WT, Figure 2.12(b), and also degrade the power sharing among
the BESSs, Figure 2.12(c).
The two sets of thresholds used to obtain the results of Figures 2.11 and 2.12 do not
represent all possible threshold values, but provide an insight on how higher or lower
threshold values could affect the microgrid performance. The results of Figures 2.11 and
2.12 confirm that the voltage thresholds provided in Section 2.3.2.2 provide acceptable
performance in terms of power sharing and bus voltage regulation.

2.3.4.4

Case Study 4

The fourth case study investigates the scenario where the total power generation by the
RESs is increased and the total power demand is decreased, and the islanded DC microgrid
has to handle the resulting large power surplus.
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Figure 2.11: Performance of the proposed DBS control strategy with 2Vth in the Case Study
3: (a) DER terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and
load powers.
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Figure 2.12: Performance of the proposed DBS control strategy with Vth/2 in the Case Study
3: (a) DER terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and
load powers.
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As shown in Figure 2.13, initially the islanded DC microgrid is in steady-state, and the

DER terminal voltages are between 1 and 1.03 p.u. The WT, PV1, and PV2 operate in the
MPPT mode and generate 1, 0.25 and 0.25 MW power, respectively, while the total power
demand is 1.28 MW. Both BESSs draw 0.07 MW power. At t = 1 s, the power generation
of each PV is increased to 0.5 MW, which causes voltage rise in the microgrid, Figure
2.13(a). As a result, the BESSs start to absorb larger amounts of power from the DC
microgrid to limit the voltage rise. At t = 1.5 s, the total power demand is reduced to 0.45
MW, which makes the bus voltages rise again. The BESSs reach their power limits by
absorbing 0.4 MW each. Therefore, the power balance is achieved by decreasing the power
generated by the WT, PV1, and PV2 to 0.42, 0.42 and 0.47 MW, respectively.
In order to compare the performance of the proposed DBS control strategy with that of
the conventional droop control strategy described in Section 2.2, the Case Study 4 is
repeated with the BESSs controlled using droop characteristics and the RESs operated in
the MPPT mode. The power ratings of the GTC, BESSs and RESs are not changed. Figure
2.14 shows the performance of the droop-controlled islanded microgrid under the operating
conditions and disturbances of Figure 2.13. As shown in Figure 2.14(a), after the total
power demand is reduced to 0.45 MW at t = 1.5 s, the DER voltages uncontrollably increase
and exceed the upper limit of 1.1 p.u. This is due to the limited power ratings of the BESSs.
This issue could be prevented by increasing the power ratings of the BESSs or by
operating the RESs using droop controllers as well. Both cases are not economically
justifiable since larger BESSs would increase the investment cost and droop control of the
RESs (instead of MPPT) would lead to unnecessary curtailment of the power generated by
the RESs under normal operating conditions.
The results of the Case Study 4 indicate that, unlike the conventional droop control
strategy, the proposed DBS control strategy provides acceptable voltage regulation and
power sharing performance under large power surplus in the islanded microgrid, without
requiring oversized BESSs or unnecessarily curtailing the output powers of the RESs.
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Figure 2.13: Performance of the proposed DBS control strategy in the Case Study 4: (a)
DER terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and load
powers.
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Figure 2.14: Performance of the conventional droop control strategy in the Case Study 4:
(a) DER terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and load
powers.
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Case Study 5

The fifth case study investigates the scenario where the total power generated by the
RESs is reduced and the islanded DC microgrid has to handle the resulting power deficit.
As shown in Figure 2.15, initially the islanded DC microgrid operates in the steady-state
described in the Case Study 4. At t = 1 s, the power generated by the WT is reduced to 0.5
MW, which leads to voltage drop in the entire DC microgrid, as shown in Figure 2.15(a).
As a result, the BESS1 and the BESS2 respectively inject 0.18 and 0.14 MW power to
maintain the power balance, Figure 2.15(c). At t = 1.5 s, the total power generated by the
RESs is further reduced to 0.25 MW, which causes the DER terminal voltages to drop to
lower values. In response to this disturbance, both BESSs inject their maximum power of
0.4 MW to the microgrid. Since the power demand is greater than the maximum power that
can be supplied by the DERs, 0.3 MW of the non-critical loads is shed in two steps, to
prevent the DC voltage collapse. After the load shedding, the bus voltages return to the
acceptable range. Subsequently, the BESS1 and the BESS2 maintain the power balance in
the microgrid by injecting 0.38 and 0.34 MW power, respectively.
The Case Study 5 is also used to compare the performance of the proposed control
strategy with that of the droop control strategy. Figure 2.16 shows the performance of the
droop-controlled islanded microgrid under the operating conditions and disturbances of
Figure 2.15. The BESSs are droop-controlled and the RESs operate in the MPPT mode.
The power ratings of the GTC, the BESSs and the RESs are not changed. As shown in
Figure 2.16(a), after the total power generation is reduced to 0.25 MW at t = 1.5 s, the bus
voltages uncontrollably decrease, and fall below the lower limit of 0.9 p.u. This issue could
be prevented by increasing the power ratings of the BESSs and the RESs, which would
significantly increase the investment cost.
The results of the Case Study 5 indicate that, unlike the conventional droop control
strategy, the proposed DBS control strategy provides acceptable voltage regulation and
power sharing performance under large power deficit in the islanded microgrid, without
requiring oversized BESSs and RESs.
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Figure 2.15: Performance of the proposed DBS control strategy in the Case Study 5: (a)
DER terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and load
powers.
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Figure 2.16: Performance of the conventional droop control strategy in the Case Study 5:
(a) DER terminal voltages, (b) WT and PVs powers, (c) BESSs powers, (d) GTC and load
powers.
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2.4 Mode Adaptive Droop Control
The MADC strategy utilizes a hysteresis characteristic to switch between voltage control by
the RESs and the BESSs in the islanded DC microgrid, depending on the bus voltage
variations [48]-[53]. This section briefly introduces the conventional MADC strategy and
also proposes an improved MADC strategy.

2.4.1 Conventional MADC Strategy
In the conventional MADC strategy, the GTC regulates the bus voltages of the gridconnected DC microgrid. The bus voltage regulation in the islanded DC microgrid is
performed by the DERs, i.e., the RESs and the BESSs, since the GTC is unable to exchange
power with the AC grid. Thus, each DER in the islanded DC microgrid operates in one of
the following two modes [48], [49].


Mode I: In this operation mode, the BESSs regulate the DC bus voltages using their droop
characteristics, while the RESs utilize their MPPT controllers to maximize the harvested
energy.



Mode II: This mode is activated when the BESSs are unable to prevent excessive overvoltages by absorbing their maximum powers. Hence, the power balance is maintained
and the bus voltages are regulated by curtailing the power outputs of the RESs using
droop characteristics.
The operation mode of each DER is determined depending on its DC bus voltage, using

the hysteresis characteristic of Figure 2.17. When the voltage falls below the predefined
threshold Vth1, the operation mode is switched to Mode I, and when the voltage exceeds the
threshold Vth2, the DER operation mode is switched to Mode II [48], [49]. In an ideal DC
microgrid, the DC voltages seen by all DERs are almost equal. In such a system, depending
on the MADC mode, either all BESSs or all RESs participate in regulating the bus voltages.
In a practical DC microgrid, where the voltage drops across the lines may cause the bus
voltages to be considerably different, some of the DERs may fail to switch to the appropriate
operation mode when it is necessary. This takes place when a relatively large DER switches
to the voltage regulation mode, i.e., Mode I for the BESSs and Mode II for the RESs, before
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Figure 2.17: Mode switching characteristics of the conventional MADC strategy.
the other DERs do so. The resulting improvement in the voltage profile of the microgrid may
prevent some other DERs from performing the appropriate mode change, as shown in
Section 2.4.3. This issue may lead to unacceptable power sharing and voltage regulation
performances and poor dynamic response to disturbances.

2.4.2 Improved MADC Strategy
In this section, an improved MADC strategy is proposed to address the mode switching
issues of the conventional MADC strategy. The aforementioned improvement is made
using an adaptive mode switching algorithm and appropriate DER control systems.

2.4.2.1

Adaptive Mode Switching Algorithm

The main idea is to delay all mode change actions such that none of the DERs attempts to
change its operation mode in response to a voltage disturbance, before all other DERs
detect the disturbance. The delay must be sufficiently large to ensure that all bus voltages
will reach the mode change threshold, before the first DER changes its operation mode.
The delay must also be sufficiently small to ensure that all of the bus voltages remain within
the acceptable range. Thus, the adaptive time delay of (2.7), which depends on the
ROCOV, is utilized to satisfy the aforementioned constraints.
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(2.7)

(2.8)

The parameter ΔV = min ((Vmax ̶ Vth2) , (Vth1 ̶ Vmin)) represents the voltage change
caused by the delayed mode switching, before the voltage reaches its upper limit Vmax or
lower limit Vmin. The maximum and minimum values of the adaptive time delay Tdelay are
denoted by Tmax and Tmin, respectively. The constants k1 = ΔV/Tmax and k2 = ΔV/Tmin are the
values of the ROCOV at which the Tdelay reaches the aforementioned maximum and
minimum values, respectively. Under large disturbances, where the ROCOV is significant,
the adaptive delay becomes shorter and allows faster mode switching to limit the voltage
deviation. Under small disturbances, where the ROCOV is insignificant, the adaptive delay
becomes longer and enables mode switching of all DERs. Figure 2.18 shows the variations
of the adaptive time delay Tdelay with respect to the ROCOV. Figure 2.19 shows the mode
switching characteristics of the improved MADC strategy.
The parameters of the proposed MADC strategy, i.e., Vmin, Vmax, Vth1, Vth2, Tmin, and Tmax
should be selected carefully. The values of the upper and lower voltage limits Vmax and Vmin
are assumed to be 1.1 p.u. and 0.9 p.u., respectively. Adopting a much larger Vmax or a much
smaller Vmin may cause power quality issues (excessive over-voltage or under-voltage
conditions). The voltage thresholds Vth1 and Vth2 affect the adaptive mode changing
performance. Choosing voltage thresholds that are too close to the aforementioned voltage
limits leads to a small voltage margin ΔV in (2.7), and disables the adaptive adjustment of
the mode changing time delay. On the other hand, using voltage thresholds that are too close
to 1 p.u. should be avoided, since sensor inaccuracy and voltage ripples could cause
oscillatory behavior [38], [42]. Under normal operating conditions, the bus voltage
deviations caused by the voltage drop across the lines can be as high as ±0.05 per-unit. Thus,
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Figure 2.18: Variations of the adaptive time delay with respect to the ROCOV.

Figure 2.19: Mode switching characteristics of the improved MADC strategy.
choosing voltage thresholds in the ranges of Vmin ≤ Vth1 ≤ 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. ≤ Vth2 ≤ Vmax
is recommended. In microgrids with short lines, where the line voltage drops are lower than
0.05 p.u., values closer to 1 p.u. can be chosen for the voltage thresholds. The time delays
Tmin and Tmax are determined such that reliable mode changing performance is achieved
without causing excessively long delays in voltage regulation.
Figure 2.20 shows the V-I characteristics of the DERs in both operation modes. This
figure illustrates that all DERs (RESs and BESSs) utilize two modes of operation. In Mode
I, all RESs operate in the MPPT mode and all BESSs operate within their current limits to
regulate their DC bus voltages. In Mode II, all BESSs operate in the charging mode and all
RESs operate within their current limits to regulate their DC bus voltages.
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Figure 2.20: V-I characteristics of the mode-adaptive droop controlled DERs, (a) BESS,
and (b) RES.

Figure 2.21: Block diagram of the adaptive mode switching algorithm.
The block diagram of the proposed adaptive mode switching algorithm is shown in
Figure 2.21. The hysteresis block in Figure 2.21 represents the conventional mode
switching algorithm and generates a mode signal that can be either I or II. The timer is
enabled to count whenever the output of the hysteresis block is not the same as the current
operation mode. The comparator output becomes high as soon as the timer output exceeds
the adaptive delay of (2.7), and thereby allows the Sample-and-Hold (S/H) block to refresh
its output and perform the mode switching. As shown in Figure 2.21, a fourth-order
Butterworth low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency of 500 Hz is applied to the voltage
signal to reduce the adverse effects of noise and switching ripples.
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DER Control Systems

This sub-section introduces the DER control systems utilized by the proposed improved
MADC strategy.
2.4.2.2.1

WT Control

The control system of the PMSG-type WT includes a pitch angle controller and the VSC
controller. The former limits the aerodynamic torque and keeps the turbine speed in a limited
range. The latter is based on the vector control method in the dq reference frame. Depending
on the MADC mode, the VSC controls the PMSG active power to achieve MPPT or to
regulate the DC voltage. The VSC also controls the reactive power to regulate the stator
terminal voltage [83]-[85]. The WT control system is shown in Figure 2.22, where Vref* and
Rd are the DC bus voltage reference and the droop gain, respectively.
2.4.2.2.2

PV Control

Each PV generation unit either generates its maximum power using an MPPT controller or
regulates the DC bus voltage, depending on the MADC mode. A general perturbation and
observation MPPT method is implemented for the PV system [39], [38], [51]. The control
block diagram of the PV system is shown in Figure 2.23.

2.4.2.2.3

BESS Control

Each BESS either operates in the charging mode or participates in regulating the DC bus
voltages, depending on the MADC mode. The control block diagram of each BESS is
shown in Figure 2.24.

2.4.3 Performance Evaluation
This section investigates and compares the performance of the proposed improved MADC
strategy with those of the conventional MADC strategy and the DBS control strategy under
various disturbances that cause different levels of power imbalance. Comprehensive timedomain simulation studies are conducted in the PSCAD software environment using the
DC microgrid study system of Figure 1.1.
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Figure 2.22: Control block diagram of the PMSG-type WT.

Figure 2.23: Control block diagram of the PV.

Figure 2.24: Control block diagram of the BESS.
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The DER terminal voltages and output powers are reported in per-unit, to enable
comparison and easier analysis of the study results. The base values for the DER powers
and the bus voltages are the corresponding power ratings and the rated line-to-ground
voltage of 750 V, respectively. The parameters of the improved MADC strategy are
Vth1 = 0.93 p.u., Vth2 = 1.07 p.u., Vmin = 0.9 p.u., Vmax = 1.1 p.u., ΔV = 0.03 p.u., k1 = 0.03
p.u./s, k2 = 3 p.u./s, Tmin = 0.01 s, and Tmax = 1 s. These values are determined based on the
results of comprehensive simulation studies.

2.4.3.1

Case Study 1

The first case study investigates an unscheduled islanding scenario that leads to a large
power surplus in the microgrid. Figures 2.25 and 2.26 illustrate the performances of the
conventional and improved MADC strategies, respectively. At t < 0.5 s, the microgrid is
grid-connected, and the DER bus voltages are regulated by the GTC at values
approximately between 1.02 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. All RESs operate in MPPT and generate 1
p.u. power, while the total power demand of the loads is 0.4 MW. Both BESSs operate in
the charging mode and draw 1 p.u. power from the DC microgrid. As the total power
generated by the RESs is larger than the total power demand in the DC microgrid, the GTC
exports 0.75 MW to the AC grid.
At t = 0.5 s, the DC microgrid is islanded and the GTC power exchange with the AC
grid becomes zero. Due to the resulting power surplus in the microgrid, all bus voltages
start to rise at an almost equal rate. Therefore, all DERs are expected to switch to the Mode
II described in Section II. This means, the BESSs must draw their maximum charging
currents and the RESs must curtail their output powers in order to maintain the power
balance in the microgrid and regulate the bus voltages.
As shown in Figure 2.25, with the conventional MADC strategy, the WT changes its
operation mode to Mode II as soon as its bus voltage reaches Vth2 at t = 0.508 s.
Consequently, the WT reduces its output power to 0.2 p.u. and regulates the DER bus
voltages at about 1.06 p.u. The two PV generation systems PV1 and PV2 fail to switch to
the voltage control mode since their bus voltages do not reach the mode changing threshold
Vth2. These results demonstrate that, when the conventional MADC strategy is
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Figure 2.25: Performance of the conventional MADC strategy in the Case Study 1: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers.
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Figure 2.26: Performance of the improved MADC strategy in the Case Study 1: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers.
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implemented in a practical DC microgrid, the faster reaction of a relatively large DER to a
disturbance can desensitize some other DERs to that disturbance and prevent them from
switching to the appropriate mode. This issue adversely affects the power sharing among
the DERs, because the desensitized DERs, i.e., PV1 and PV2, do not participate in
maintaining the power balance, as shown in Figure 2.25(b). This issue also leads to poor bus
voltage regulation, as shown in Figure 2.25(a) at t > 0.6 s, because the only voltage regulating
component is the WT, i.e., PVs 1 and 2 do not participate in voltage regulation.
Figure 2.26 shows that the proposed improved MADC strategy enables all RESs, i.e.,
the WT, the PV1, and the PV2, to switch to Mode II and participate in the voltage regulation.
Consequently, all of the RESs reduce their output powers and regulate the DER bus voltages
at values between 1.02 p.u. and 1.04 p.u. Figure 2.26(b) shows that the proposed improved
MADC does not achieve ideal power sharing, i.e., the output powers of the three RESs are
not exactly equal. However, this issue is a limitation of non communication-based control
strategies, and is caused by unequal bus voltages in a practical microgrid. Achieving ideal
power sharing would require costly communication systems. Besides, the power sharing
performance of the proposed MADC strategy is considerably better than that of the
conventional MADC strategy.
Figure 2.26(a) also shows that the proposed MADC strategy causes a slightly larger
temporary voltage deviation before the mode switching takes place, i.e., at 0.51 s < t < 0.52
s, as compared with the conventional MADC strategy of Figure 2.25(a). This is due to the
additional adaptive mode switching delay that is utilized to prevent the mode switching
failure issue illustrated in Figure 2.25(b). Allowing the bus voltages to continue to rise/fall
for a short time period Tdelay enables all DERs to detect the voltage variations and perform
reliable mode switching. The utilized adaptive delay is determined by (2.7) such that the bus
voltages do not reach the corresponding lower and upper limits which are assumed to be 0.9
p.u. and 1.1 p.u, respectively.
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Case Study 2

The second case study investigates the islanding scenario of Case Study 1, but with
different initial conditions. The main difference is that the total power demand of the loads
in the grid-connected microgrid is increased to 0.85 MW. Hence, before the islanding, the
GTC exports 0.3 MW to the AC grid. When the DC microgrid becomes islanded at t = 0.5
s, the power surplus in the microgrid is only 0.3 MW. The bus voltages rise at a rate that is
lower than that of the Case Study 1. This case study mainly aims to demonstrate the
necessity of utilizing a mode switching delay that is not fixed. Figures 2.27 and 2.28 show
the performances of the conventional and improved MADC strategies, respectively.
As shown in Figure 2.27, similar to the Case Study 1, the conventional MADC strategy
fails to provide acceptable mode switching performance in this case. Only the WT changes
its operation mode to voltage control, while the other RESs (the PV1 and the PV2) remain
in Mode I, that is the MPPT mode. Due to the small power surplus, the WT is able to restore
the power balance in the islanded DC microgrid and regulate all DER bus voltages at values
between 1.01 p.u. and 1.03 p.u. However, the PV1 and the PV2 fail to participate in the
voltage regulation, similar to the Case Study 1. This failure, which is illustrated in Figures
2.25(b) and 2.27(b), forces the WT to curtail a larger portion of its output power.
Figure 2.28 shows that, by utilizing a larger time delay due to the low ROCOV, the
proposed improved MADC strategy enables all three RESs to detect the disturbance, switch
to Mode II, and participate in the voltage regulation. Consequently, all RESs reduce their
output powers and thereby regulate the DER bus voltages at values between 1.0 p.u. and
1.02 p.u. As expected, the BESSs continue to operate in the charging mode before and after
the disturbance.
Figure 2.28 shows that the performance of the improved MADC strategy is slightly
better than that of the conventional MADC strategy, in terms of bus voltage regulation and
power sharing among the RESs. This is due to the small power imbalance of 0.3 MW in
the DC microgrid, which does not cause significant voltage deviations or large power
curtailment by the RESs. The performance improvement is more significant when the
power imbalance caused by the disturbance is large, e.g., Case Study 1.
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Figure 2.27: Performance of the conventional MADC strategy in the Case Study 2: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers.
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Figure 2.28: Performance of the improved MADC strategy in the Case Study 2: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers.
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The Case studies 1 and 2 highlight two important points. First, the conventional MADC

strategy may fail to coordinate the mode switching actions of the RESs under both low and
high rates of voltage rise. Second, the adaptive delay utilized by the proposed improved
MADC strategy enables reliable and coordinated mode switching by all RESs, regardless
of how fast the bus voltages change.

2.4.3.3

Case Study 3

The third case study investigates and compares the performances of the conventional and
improved MADC strategies during an islanding scenario that leads to a power deficit in the
DC microgrid. Figures 2.29 and 2.30 illustrate the performances of the conventional and
improved MADC strategies, respectively. Before t = 0.5 s, the microgrid is grid-connected,
and the DER bus voltages are between 0.97 p.u. and 1.02 p.u. The WT, PV1, and PV2
operate in MPPT and generate 1, 0.5, and 0.5 p.u. power, respectively, while the total power
demand of the loads is 1.25 MW. Both BESSs operate in the charging mode and draw 1
p.u. power. As the total power demand in the grid-connected microgrid is larger than the
power generated by the RESs, the GTC imports 0.6 MW from the grid.
At t = 0.5 s, the microgrid is islanded. Due to the resulting 0.6 MW power deficit in the
microgrid, all bus voltages start to fall at an almost equal rate. In this case study, all DERs
are expected to switch to Mode I after islanding. Thus, after the islanding, the RESs are
expected to continue to operate in MPPT and the BESSs are expected to adjust their power
outputs in order to maintain the power balance and regulate the bus voltages.
As shown in Figure 2.29, with the conventional MADC strategy, only the BESS2
changes its operation mode to voltage control, due to its lower bus voltage. Thus, the DER
bus voltages are regulated by the BESS2 at values between 0.96 p.u. and 0.98 p.u., while
the BESS1 fails to perform the necessary mode switching and does not participate in the
voltage regulation. In this case, the BESS1 is being charged in part by the BESS2, which
increases the energy loss in the microgrid and causes faster discharge of the BESS2. The
results of Figure 2.29 indicate that the shortcomings of the conventional MADC strategy
also apply to the mode switching performances of the BESSs.
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Figure 2.29: Performance of the conventional MADC strategy in the Case Study 3: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers.
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Figure 2.30: Performance of the improved MADC strategy in the Case Study 3: (a) DER
terminal voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers.
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Figure 2.30 shows that the proposed improved MADC strategy enables both BESSs to
participate in the voltage regulation and provide acceptable power sharing performance.
Although the improvement in terms of reducing the voltage deviations is less significant in
this specific case study, the fact that the BESSs perform desirable power sharing and do
not cause circulating currents is a significant improvement.

2.4.3.4

Case Study 4

The fourth case study investigates two successive disturbances with opposite effects in
terms of the power balance in the microgrid. The first disturbance is an islanding scenario
that leads to a power deficit in the microgrid. The second disturbance is a load
disconnection that causes a power surplus. Figures 2.31 and 2.32 illustrate the
performances of the conventional and improved MADC strategies, respectively. Before
t = 0.5 s, the microgrid is grid-connected, and the DER bus voltages are regulated by the
GTC at about 1 p.u. The WT, the PV1, and the PV2 operate in MPPT and generate 0.5, 1,
and 1 p.u. power, respectively, while the total power demand of the loads is 0.97 MW.
Both BESSs operate in the charging mode and draw 1 p.u. power from the microgrid. As
the total power demand in the grid-connected microgrid is larger than the power generated
by the RESs, the GTC imports 0.3 MW from the AC grid.
At t = 0.5 s, the microgrid is islanded and the GTC power exchange with the AC grid
becomes zero. Due to the resulting power deficit in the microgrid, all bus voltages start to
fall at an almost equal rate. Therefore, after the islanding, all of the DERs are expected to
switch to Mode I. In other words, the RESs are expected to continue to operate in MPPT
and the BESSs are expected to adjust their power outputs in order to maintain the power
balance and regulate the bus voltages.
At t = 1 s, the CB at node 709 is tripped, which decreases the total power demand of
the loads to 0.68 MW. Due to the resulting power surplus in the microgrid, all bus voltages
start to rise. Therefore, all DERs are expected to switch to Mode II described in Section II.
This means the BESSs must draw their maximum charging currents and the RESs must
curtail their output powers in order to maintain the power balance and regulate the bus
voltages.
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Figure 2.31: Performance of the conventional MADC strategy in the Case Study 4: (a) DER
bus voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers, (d) WT operation mode, (e) PV1
operation mode, (f) PV2 operation mode, (g) BESS1 operation mode, (h) BESS2 operation
mode.
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Figure 2.32: Performance of the improved MADC strategy in the Case Study 4: (a) DER
bus voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers, (d) WT operation mode, (e) PV1
operation mode, (f) PV2 operation mode, (g) BESS1 operation mode, (h) BESS2 operation
mode.
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As shown in Figure 2.31, after the islanding, the conventional MADC strategy enables

both BESSs to change their operation modes to Mode I. The BESS1 and the BESS2 reduce
their absorbed powers from 1 p.u. to 0.6 p.u. and 0.64 p.u., respectively, and regulate the
DER bus voltages at values between 1.04 p.u. and 1.047 p.u. However, after the load
disturbance (at t > 1 s), only the WT changes its operation mode to Mode II.
The WT reduces its output power from 0.5 p.u. to 0.27 p.u. and regulates the DER bus
voltages at values between 1.046 p.u. and 1.053 p.u. After the load disturbance, the PVs
and the BESSs fail to switch to Mode II, because their bus voltages do not reach the mode
changing threshold Vth2. This issue adversely affects the power sharing between the DERs,
because the PVs do not participate in maintaining the power balance, as shown in Figure
2.31(b). The study results shown in Figure 2.31 also indicate that the conventional MADC
strategy leads to unnecessary curtailment of the renewable energy generated by the WT,
since the batteries could absorb a larger amount of power (at t > 1 s).
Figure 2.32 shows that, before the load disturbance is applied at t = 1 s, the proposed
improved MADC strategy operates similar to the conventional MADC strategy (both
satisfactory). However, after the load disturbance, it provides a much more acceptable
performance by enabling all DERs to switch their operation modes to Mode II. Using the
proposed control strategy, in response to the power surplus at t > 1 s, both BESSs draw
their maximum charging currents and all RESs participate in regulating the bus voltages
by adjusting their output powers. The Case study 4 highlights the capability of the proposed
control strategy in maintaining the power balance in the microgrid, facilitating power
sharing among the DERs, and maximizing the generated renewable energy, under
successive disturbances that may have opposite effects.
Table 2.2 compares the mode switching performances of the conventional and
improved MADC strategies under the Case Studies 1-4.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of the conventional and improved MADC strategies.
Case
Study

DER Voltages

WT Power

(p.u.)

(p.u.)

(p.u.)

(p.u.)

(p.u.)

(p.u.)

1.02-1.05

1

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

1.06

0.2

1

1

-1

-1

t < 0.5

1.02-1.05

1

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

1.02-1.04

0.5

0.64

0.72

-1

-1

t < 0.5

1.01-1.04

1

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

1.01-1.03

0.65

1

1

-1

-1

t < 0.5

1.01-1.04

1

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

1-1.02

0.74

0.87

0.94

-1

-1

t < 0.5

0.97-1.02

1

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

0.96-0.98

1

1

1

-1

0.42

t < 0.5

0.97-1.02

1

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

1.02-1.04

1

1

1

-0.27

-0.25

t < 0.5

1

0.5

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

1.04-1.047

0.5

1

1

-0.6

-0.64

MADC Strategy Time (s)
t < 0.5
Conventional

PV1 Power PV2 Power

BESS1 Power BESS2 Power

1
Improved

Conventional
2
Improved

Conventional
3
Improved

Conventional

t ≥ 1

1.046-1.053

0.27

1

1

-0.7

-0.72

t < 0.5

1

0.5

1

1

-1

-1

t ≥ 0.5

1.04-1.047

0.5

1

1

-0.6

-0.64

t ≥ 1

1-1.03

0.6

0.84

0.93

-1

-1

4
Improved

2.4.3.5

Case Study 5

The fifth case study investigates and compares the performances of the proposed MADC
and DBS control strategies under the same scenario as in Section 2.3.4.1. In this case study,
the total power demand of the loads is reduced and the grid-connected DC microgrid has
to handle the resulting large power surplus.
As shown in Figure 2.33, with the DBS control strategy, before t = 1 s, the gridconnected DC microgrid is in steady-state, and the DER terminal voltages are between 1.01
and 1.045 p.u. The WT, PV1 and PV2 operate in MPPT mode and generate 1, 0.5 and 0.5
MW power, respectively, while the total power demand is 1.31 MW. The BESS1 and
BESS2 draw 0.04 and 0.1 MW power, respectively, and the GTC exports 0.47 MW power
to the AC grid in order to maintain the power balance.
At t = 1 s, the total power demand is reduced to 0.69 MW, which leads to voltage rise
in the entire DC microgrid, as shown in Figure 2.33 (a). Therefore, the GTC and BESSs
start to absorb larger amount of power from the DC microgrid to maintain the power
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balance and limit the voltage rise. At t = 1.5 s, the total power demand is further reduced
to 0.05 MW (almost no load), which causes the DER voltages to rise again. The GTC
reaches its power limit by exporting 1 MW to the AC grid. Therefore, the power balance
is achieved by increasing the powers drawn by the BESSs and curtailing the power
generated by the WT. As shown in Figure 2.33, the DBS control strategy effectively
regulates the DC bus voltages and provides acceptable dynamic performance under the
maximum power surplus in the grid-connected microgrid. The main shortcoming of the
DBS control strategy in this case study is the fact that it causes unnecessary curtailment of
the renewable power generation (Figure 2.33 (b)) and reduced energy storage by the BESSs
(Figure 2.33 (c)) that are expected to remain in the full-power charging mode in the gridconnected DC microgrid. The DC microgrid power balance could be restored by increasing
the charging currents of the BESSs, without curtailing the WT output power.
As shown in Figure 2.34, with the proposed MADC strategy, before t = 1 s, the gridconnected DC microgrid is in steady-state, and the DER terminal voltages are between 1
and 1.025 p.u. The WT, PV1 and PV2 operate in MPPT mode and generate 1, 0.5 and 0.5
MW power, respectively, while the power demand is 1.31 MW. Both BESSs draw their
maximum power, i.e. 0.4 MW, and the GTC imports 0.13 MW power from the AC grid.
At t = 1 s, the total power demand is reduced to 0.69 MW, which leads to voltage rise
in the entire DC microgrid, as shown in Figure 2.34 (a). The GTC exports 0.48 MW power
to the AC grid to maintain the power balance and limit the voltage rise. Therefore, the DER
terminal voltages increase to values between 1 and 1.043 p.u. At t = 1.5 s, the total power
demand is further reduced to 0.05 MW (almost no load), which makes the DER voltages
to rise again. The GTC exports 1.1 MW power to the AC grid to maintain the power balance
and limit the voltage rise. Therefore, the DER terminal voltages increase to values between
1 and 1.06 p.u.
As shown in Figure 2.34, the proposed MADC strategy effectively regulates the DC
bus voltages without unnecessarily curtailing the renewable power generation. Moreover,
all RESs and BESSs operate in the intended modes, i.e. MPPT and charging, respectively,
while GTC regulates the bus voltages of the grid-connected DC microgrid.
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Figure 2.33: Performance of the DBS control strategy in Case Study 5: (a) DER bus
voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers, (d) GTC and load powers.
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Figure 2.34: Performance of the proposed MADC strategy in Case Study 5: (a) DER bus
voltages, (b) RES powers, (c) BESS powers, (d) GTC and load powers.
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2.5 Conclusions
This chapter proposes improved DBS and MADC strategies for the DC microgrid. The
performances of the proposed DBS and MADC strategies are investigated and verified
under various operating conditions and disturbance scenarios in both grid-connected and
islanded operation modes of the DC microgrid. The results of comprehensive studies
conducted on a detailed study system indicate that the proposed DBS control strategy: (i)
effectively maintains the power balance in the DC microgrid by properly and quickly
changing the voltage-power characteristics of the DERs and the GTC, (ii) effectively limits
the DC bus voltage deviations to 0.1 p.u. under large disturbances, (iii) realizes smooth
transitions between different operation states, and (iv) provides acceptable dynamic
response to disturbances.
The study results also indicate that the proposed MADC strategy (i) effectively
maintains the power balance in the DC microgrid, (ii) effectively regulates the DC bus
voltages under various operating conditions, by properly switching the operation modes of
the DERs, (iii) improves power sharing between the DERs, (iv) significantly reduces the
circulating currents between the DERs in the islanded microgrid, and (v) enables reliable
and coordinated operation of the DERs, regardless of how fast the bus voltages change in
response to disturbances.
The proposed DBS control strategy provides better dynamic response to disturbances,
since it does not cause extra delay in the DER mode. Thus, it is more suitable for
application in relatively small-scale microgrids, where the voltage drops caused by the line
resistances are negligible and all the DERs and the GTC measure equal bus voltages. On
the other hand, the MADC provides better power sharing performance, and is more suitable
for application in large-scale DC microgrids with multiple geographically dispersed DERs,
where the voltage drops caused by the line resistances are not negligible.

Chapter 3
3 Existing Load Shedding Schemes
3.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates and compares the performances of the existing noncommunication based load shedding schemes in the DC microgrid. The noncommunication based load shedding schemes that have been proposed in the literature for
DC microgrid applications include voltage-based [32], [43], [70]-[72], timer-based [42],
and combined [44], [51], [73] schemes. The following sections briefly describe these load
shedding schemes.

3.1.1 Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme
The voltage-based load shedding scheme [32], [43], [70]-[72] utilizes different voltage
thresholds to prioritize non-critical loads and instantaneously sheds the ith non-critical load
whenever the voltage seen by that load falls below the corresponding voltage threshold
Vth-i. The loads with lower priorities are assigned higher voltage thresholds and thus are shed
faster. The flowchart, block diagram, and operating characteristic of the voltage-based load
shedding scheme are shown in Figures 3.1 (a)-(c), respectively.

3.1.2 Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme
The timer-based load shedding scheme [42] utilizes a common voltage threshold, and
prioritizes the non-critical loads using different time delays. This strategy sheds the ith noncritical whenever its voltage remains below the common threshold Vth for a time period
longer than the corresponding time delay Ti. The loads with lower priorities are assigned
lower time delays and thus are shed faster. The flowchart, block diagram, and operating
characteristic of the timer-based load shedding scheme are shown in Figures 3.2 (a)-(c),
respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: The voltage-based load shedding scheme: (a) flowchart, (b) block diagram,
(c) operating characteristic.

3.1.3 Combined Load Shedding Scheme
The combined load shedding scheme [44], [51], [73] utilizes both voltage-based and timerbased algorithms and thus operates whenever either of these two schemes operate. Two
different voltage thresholds are used for each load. The load-specific voltage thresholds
Vth-i are used for instantaneously shedding the corresponding loads, similar to the voltagebased scheme. In addition, the ith load is shed when the voltage seen by that load remains
below the common threshold Vth for a time period longer than the corresponding time delay
Ti. The loads with lower priorities are assigned higher load-specific voltage thresholds and
shorter time delays, and thus are shed faster. The flowchart, block diagram, and operating
characteristic of the combined load shedding scheme are shown in Figures 3.3 (a)-(c),
respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: The timer-based load shedding scheme: (a) flowchart, (b) block diagram,
(c) operating characteristic.

3.2 Performance Evaluation
This section investigates and compares the performances of the three load shedding
schemes described in Sections 3.1. Comprehensive time-domain simulation studies are
conducted in the PSCAD software environment using the DC microgrid study system as
shown in Figure 3.4. The shaded area in Figure 3.4 contains the non-critical loads. Three
fast-acting solid-state circuit breakers (CBs) are used for a three-step load shedding. As
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: The combined load shedding scheme: (a) flowchart, (b) block diagram,
(c) operating characteristic.
shown in Figure 3.4, tripping each of the CBs results in shedding a group of downstream
loads. Whenever there is a need for load shedding, the CB1 should be tripped first. The
next step is tripping CB2. Tripping the CB3 is the last step. The amounts of non-critical
loads that are shed in each step are 126.5, 126, and 218 kW, respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Single-line diagram of the study system.
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Under normal operating conditions, the bus voltage deviations caused by voltage drop
across the lines can be as high as ±0.05 p.u. Thus, choosing load shedding voltage
thresholds below 0.95 p.u. is recommended to avoid unnecessary load shedding. In
microgrids with short lines, where the line voltage drops are lower than 0.05 p.u., a
threshold closer to 1 p.u. can be chosen. In this study, the voltage drops across the lines are
considerable. Therefore, the highest load shedding voltage threshold for all non-critical
loads is set at 0.9 p.u. to prevent load shedding under normal operating conditions.
The performance evaluation criteria are (i) avoiding over-shedding, i.e., maintaining
power balance by disconnecting the minimum amount of loads, and (ii) limiting the
magnitudes and durations of voltage sags through sufficiently fast load shedding. Since the
node 702 is at the center of the area containing the critical loads, the variations of the
voltage of that node is used as the indicator of the performances of both shedding schemes.
This is done to avoid figures that would otherwise contain numerous waveforms
corresponding to the voltages of all nodes. Hence, the study results presented in this section
highlight the variations of the node 702 voltage and the voltages of the three groups of the
non-critical loads, i.e., voltages at the terminals of CBs 1-3.
The following sub-sections investigate two disturbance scenarios in the islanded
microgrid. The initial operating conditions (t < 0.5 s) are the same for all investigated
disturbance scenarios. Before the disturbances are applied, the DC microgrid is islanded
and the DC bus voltages at the load-side terminals of the CB1, CB2 and CB3 are between
0.96 and 0.992 p.u. The RESs operate in the MPPT mode and generate 1 MW power, while
the total power demand of the loads is 1.25 MW. The BESSs inject 0.3 MW into the DC
microgrid to maintain the power balance and regulate the DC bus voltages.

3.2.1 Case Study 1
The first case study investigates the performances of the three load shedding schemes under
a large generation disturbance, in the islanded mode. At t = 0.5, the total power generated
by the WT instantaneously decreases from 1 to 0.15 MW. The BESSs attempt to maintain
the power balance by injecting their maximum power, i.e., 0.8 MW, into the DC microgrid.
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However, as the total power that can be provided by the DERs is smaller than the total
power demand of the loads, the DC bus voltages start to fall.

3.2.1.1

Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

The voltage-based scheme trips the CBs 1-3 whenever the corresponding bus voltages fall
below the thresholds Vth1, Vth2, and Vth3, respectively. The performance of the voltage-based
scheme is investigated using two different sets of voltage thresholds. The first set of
thresholds are Vth1 = 0.9 p.u., Vth2 = 0.88 p.u., and Vth3 = 0.86 p.u., hereafter referred to as
the high thresholds. The second set are the low thresholds Vth1 = 0.9 p.u., Vth2 = 0.85 p.u.,
and Vth3 = 0.8 p.u.
Figure 3.5 shows the performance of the voltage-based scheme with high thresholds.
Figure 3.5(a) shows the approximate voltage seen by the critical loads and the voltages
seen by the non-critical loads. Figure 3.5(b) shows the total power demand of the loads in
the microgrid. As shown in Figure 3.5(b), the voltage-based scheme with high thresholds
sheds 0.51 MW non-critical loads by tripping the CB1, CB2, and CB3, at t = 0.517 s, 0.559
s, and 1.035 s, respectively. The third load shedding step is considerably delayed because
the power mismatch in the microgrid becomes small after the second group of loads are
shed. This causes the voltages to decrease at a low rate and reach the third threshold after
about 0.5 s. Due to the delayed third load shedding step, the critical loads experience a
voltage sag for a relatively long time (about 0.6 s), before the voltage is eventually restored
to 0.94 p.u.
Figure 3.6 shows the performance of the voltage-based scheme with low thresholds.
As shown in Figure 3.6(b), when lower thresholds are utilized, the voltage-based scheme
sheds 0.31 MW non-critical loads by tripping the CB1, and CB2, at t = 0.517 s, and 0.59
s, respectively. Since the third group of the non-critical loads is not shed, the voltage seen
by the critical loads remains at the relatively low value of 0.86 p.u., as illustrated in Figure
3.6(a). The study results shown in Figure 3.6 indicate that the voltage-based scheme may
cause under-shedding and steady-state under-voltage conditions if the utilized voltage
thresholds are too low.
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Figure 3.5: Performance of the voltage-based load shedding scheme with high thresholds
in the Case Study 1: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.
The study results illustrated in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 indicate that higher voltage
thresholds improve the voltage regulation performance of the voltage-based load shedding
scheme. The length and magnitude of the voltage sag in Figure 3.5(a) could be further
reduced by increasing the values of Vth2 and Vth3 to 0.89 and 0.88 p.u., respectively.
However, using voltage thresholds that are too close to each other may result in shedding
an unnecessarily large amount of loads due to voltage ripples and measurement errors.
Hence, utilizing the voltage-based load shedding scheme requires a compromise between
the voltage regulation performance and the power supply reliability.
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Figure 3.6: Performance of the voltage-based load shedding scheme with low thresholds in
the Case Study 1: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.

3.2.1.2

Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme

The timer-based scheme trips the CBs 1-3 whenever the corresponding bus voltages remain
below the common voltage threshold Vth for time periods longer than the delays T1, T2, and
T3, respectively. The performance of the timer-based scheme is investigated using Vth = 0.9
p.u. and two different sets of time delays. The first set of delays are T1 = 10 ms, T2 = 20
ms, and T3 = 30 ms, hereafter referred to as the short delays. The second set are the long
delays T1 = 50 ms, T2 = 100 ms, and T3 = 150 ms, which are five times longer than the
short delays.
Figure 3.7 shows the performance of the timer-based load shedding scheme with short
delays. As shown in Figure 3.7(b), the timer-based scheme with short delays sheds 0.51
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Figure 3.7: Performance of the timer-based load shedding scheme with short delays in the
Case Study 1: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.
MW non-critical loads by tripping the CB1, CB2 and CB3 at t = 0.527 s, 0.556 s, and 0.564
s, respectively. As a result, the voltage seen by the critical loads is regulated at an
acceptable level (0.94 p.u.) within a relatively short time (about 0.15 s) after the
disturbance, as illustrated in Figure 3.7(a).
Figure 3.8 shows the performance of the timer-based scheme with long delays. Figure
3.8(b) shows that the non-critical loads are shed by tripping the CB1, CB2 and CB3 at
t = 0.567 s, 0.632 s, and 0.68 s, respectively. Figure 3.8(a) illustrates that the longer delays
cause the critical loads to experience a considerably larger voltage sag for a longer time
period.
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Figure 3.8: Performance of the timer-based load shedding scheme with long delays in the
Case Study 1: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 indicate that the timer-based scheme can effectively limit the
magnitude and time duration of the voltage sags, if sufficiently short time delays are used.
Using excessively short delays may cause unnecessary load shedding, if the bus voltages
fall below the common voltage threshold even for a short time. On the other hand, using
long delays adversely affects the voltage regulation performance by causing delayed
voltage restoration. Thus, utilizing the timer-based scheme necessitates a compromise
between the voltage regulation performance and the power supply reliability.

3.2.1.3

Combined Load Shedding Scheme

The combined load shedding scheme trips the CBs 1-3 whenever the corresponding bus
voltages (i) fall below the thresholds Vth1 = 0.9 p.u., Vth2 = 0.88 p.u., and Vth3 = 0.86 p.u.,
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Figure 3.9: Performance of the combined load shedding scheme in the Case Study 1: (a)
DC voltages, (b) total load power.
respectively, or (ii) remain below the common voltage threshold Vth = 0.9 p.u. for time
periods longer than T1 = 10 ms, T2 = 20 ms, and T3 = 30 ms, respectively. Figure 3.9 shows
the performance of the combined load shedding scheme under the disturbance scenario of
the Case Study 1. As shown in Figure 3.9(b), the combined scheme sheds 0.51 MW noncritical loads by tripping the CB1, CB2, and CB3 at t = 0.517 s, 0.559 s, and 0.569 s,
respectively. As a result, the voltage seen by the critical loads is regulated at 0.94 p.u.
within a relatively short time (0.15 s) after the disturbance, as illustrated in Figure 3.9(a).
Figure 3.9 shows that the combined load shedding scheme does not suffer from the voltage
sag issue of the voltage-based scheme.
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Figure 3.10: Performance of the voltage-based load shedding scheme with high thresholds
in the Case Study 2: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.

3.2.2 Case Study 2
This case study represents a less severe generation disturbance in the islanded mode. At
t = 0.5 s, the total power generated by the WT instantaneously decreases from 1 to 0.25
MW. The following three parts investigate the performances of the three load shedding
schemes under this disturbance.

3.2.2.1

Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 3.10 shows the performance of the voltage-based load shedding scheme with high
thresholds. As shown in Figure 3.10(b), adopting the high thresholds leads to shedding 0.31
MW non-critical loads by tripping the CB1 and CB2 at t = 0.521 s and 0.635 s, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: Performance of the voltage-based load shedding scheme with low thresholds
in the Case Study 2: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.
The steady-state voltage seen by the critical loads is regulated at 0.925 p.u. within 0.25 s
after the disturbance, as illustrated in Figure 3.10(a). Besides, the minimum instantaneous
voltage experienced by the critical loads is 0.88 p.u. Figure 3.10 shows that shedding the
first two groups of the non-critical loads is sufficient to restore the bus voltages to
acceptable values, after the disturbance of the Case Study 2.
Figure 3.11 shows the performance of the voltage-based scheme with low thresholds.
Figure 3.11(b) illustrates that 0.31 MW non-critical loads are shed by tripping the CB1 and
CB2 at t = 0.521 s and 0.781 s, respectively. The voltage seen by the critical loads
temporarily falls to 0.86 p.u. and is regulated at 0.925 p.u. within about 0.4 s after the
disturbance.
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Figure 3.12: Performance of the timer-based load shedding scheme with short delays in the
Case Study 2: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.
The study results shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.10, and 3.11 indicate that, even with high
thresholds, the voltage-based load shedding scheme results in delayed voltage restoration.

3.2.2.2

Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 3.12 shows the performance of the timer-based load shedding scheme with short
delays. The short delays cause shedding 0.51 MW non-critical loads by tripping the CB1,
CB2 and CB3 at t = 0.531 s, 0.584 s, and 0.592 s, respectively. Consequently, the voltage
seen by the critical loads is regulated at 0.95 p.u. within 0.15 s after the disturbance, Figure
3.12(a).
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Figure 3.13: Performance of the timer-based load shedding scheme with long delays in the
Case Study 2: (a) DC voltages, (b) total load power.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the performance of the timer-based load shedding scheme with
long delays. Figure 3.13(b) shows that the non-critical loads are shed by tripping the CB1,
CB2 and CB3 at t = 0.571 s, 0.641 s, and 0.689 s, respectively. Figure 3.13(a) shows that
longer delays cause the critical loads to experience a considerably larger voltage sag for a
longer time period.
Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.12, and 3.13 illustrate that shorter time delays generally improve the
voltage regulation performance of the timer-based scheme. In addition, comparing the
results shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 with those shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13 indicates
that the third step of load shedding performed by the timer-based scheme in the Case Study
2 is not necessary. It is also evident from the results that utilizing longer time delays does
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Figure 3.14: Performance of the combined load shedding scheme in the Case Study 2: (a)
DC voltages, (b) total load power.
not necessarily prevent the potential over-shedding issue of the timer-based scheme.

3.2.2.3

Combined Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 3.14 shows the performance of the combined load shedding scheme. As shown in
Figure 3.14(b), the combined scheme sheds 0.31 MW non-critical loads by tripping the
CB1 and CB2 at t = 0.521 s, and 0.592 s, respectively. The voltage seen by the critical
loads is regulated at 0.925 p.u. within a relatively short time (0.15 s) after the disturbance,
as illustrated in Figure 3.14(a). In addition, the voltage seen by the critical loads does not
fall below 0.9 p.u. in this case study. Figure 3.14 illustrates that the combined load shedding
scheme does not suffer from the over-shedding issue of the timer-based scheme, i.e.,
prevents the unnecessary third load shedding.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the non-communication based load shedding schemes
Case
Study

1

2

Voltage sag

Trip Time (s)

Restored

Load Shedding Scheme

Vmin (p.u.)

Voltage-based scheme with high thresholds

0.87

0.5

0.94

Voltage-based scheme with low thresholds

0.86

Indefinite

0.86

Timer-based scheme with short delays

0.885

0.15

Timer-based scheme with long delays

0.79

0.3

Combined scheme

0.885

Voltage-based scheme with high thresholds

0.885

Voltage-based scheme with low thresholds
Timer-based scheme with short delays

duration (s) voltage (p.u.) CB1

Issue

CB2

CB3

0.517

0.559

1.035

Delayed restoration

0.517

0.59

-

Under-shedding

0.94

0.527

0.556

0.564

-

0.94

0.567

0.632

0.68

Large voltage sag

0.15

0.94

0.517

0.559

0.569

-

0.25

0.925

0.521

0.635

-

-

0.86

0.4

0.925

0.521

0.781

-

Delayed restoration

0.9

0.15

0.95

0.531

0.584

0.592

Over-shedding

Timer-based scheme with long delays

0.86

0.25

0.95

0.571

0.641

0.689

Over-shedding

Combined scheme

0.9

0.15

0.925

0.521

0.592

-

-

The results of the Case Studies 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 3.1, where Vmin denotes
the minimum value of the critical load voltage.

3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, the performances of the existing non-communication based load shedding
schemes are investigated and compared in DC microgrid. The study results indicate that:


The voltage-based scheme provides higher power supply reliability as compared with
the timer-based scheme, but suffers from poor voltage regulation performance.



The timer-based load shedding scheme may cause over-shedding of the loads, which
degrades the power supply reliability, but provides desirable voltage regulation
performance if short delays are utilized.



In terms of steady-state voltage restoration, i.e., preventing under-shedding, the timerbased scheme is more effective than the voltage-based scheme.



Determining the parameters, i.e., voltage thresholds and time delays, of the voltagebased and timer-based schemes necessitates a compromise between the voltage
regulation performance and the power supply reliability.



The combined scheme improves the voltage regulation performance by reducing the
magnitudes and time durations of the voltage sags experienced by the critical loads.



The combined load shedding scheme increases the reliability of the power supplied to
the loads by preventing over-shedding.

Chapter 4
4 Proposed Load Shedding Schemes
4.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes adaptive voltage- and timer-based load shedding schemes utilizing
voltage thresholds and time delays that are automatically adjusted depending on the rate of
change of locally measured bus voltages. The performance of the proposed load shedding
schemes are investigated and compared with those of the conventional voltage- and timerbased load shedding schemes, under various disturbances. Comprehensive time-domain
simulation studies are conducted using the DC microgrid study system of Figure 3.4 in the
PSCAD/EMTDC software.

4.2 Adaptive Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme
4.2.1 Introduction
In this section, an adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme is proposed for the DC
microgrid. The proposed load shedding scheme utilizes an adaptive voltage threshold Vth that
depends on the ROCOV, as defined by:

,
Vmin

 dV


Vth  Vmin  m  dc  k1  ,
 dt



,
Vmax


dVdc
0
dt
dV
 k2  dc  k1
dt
 k1 

- 

(4.1)

dVdc
 k2
dt

where
m

Vmax  Vmin
k1  k2

(4.2)

and Vmin and Vmax are the minimum and maximum values of the adaptive voltage threshold.
The constants -k1 and -k2 identify the values of the ROCOV at which Vth reaches the
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Figure 4.1: Adaptive voltage threshold that depends on the ROCOV.
aforementioned minimum and maximum values, respectively. Figure 4.1 shows the
variations of the adaptive voltage threshold with respect to the ROCOV. A non-critical
load is instantaneously shed whenever the following two conditions are met:


the corresponding, i.e., locally measured, bus voltage falls below the adaptive voltage
threshold Vth;



the corresponding ROCOV is negative.
The first condition enables the load shedding scheme to adapt to the prevailing system

conditions. Under large disturbances, where the ROCOV is significant, the adaptive
voltage threshold Vth becomes large and causes faster load shedding in order to limit the
voltage drop. When the ROCOV is insignificant, there is no need for fast load shedding,
and thus Vth is automatically set at a lower value in order to prevent over-shedding. The
second condition prevents load shedding when the voltage is rising.
The load shedding steps must be coordinated with each other. The operating
characteristics of different non-critical loads are defined such that the adaptive voltage
threshold values corresponding to lower priority loads are always higher than those of
higher-priority loads. This is achieved by appropriately setting the parameters of the
operating characteristics, i.e., k1, k2, Vmin, and Vmax, as described in the next section. The
flowchart and block diagram of the proposed adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme
are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. As shown in Figure 4.3, a fourth-order Butterworth low-
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart of the adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme.

Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme.

pass filter with the cut-off frequency of 500 Hz is applied to the voltage signal to reduce
the adverse effects of noise and switching ripples. The sampling time of the voltage signal
is 1 ms. The first backward difference is used to compute the ROCOV as follows:
ROCOV 

V f (t )  V f (t  t )
t

where Vf is the filtered voltage signal and Δt is the difference step (sampling time).

(4.3)
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Figure 4.4: Operating characteristics of (a) the conventional load shedding scheme,
(b) proposed adaptive load shedding scheme.

4.2.2 Performance Evaluation
This section investigates and compares the performances of the conventional and adaptive
voltage-based load shedding schemes in the DC microgrid. Comprehensive time-domain
simulation studies are conducted in the PSCAD software environment using the DC
microgrid study system of Figure 3.4. In this study, the microgrid is considered to be in
normal operating conditions when the bus voltages are above 0.92 p.u. Thus, the highest load
shedding voltage threshold for all non-critical loads is set at 0.9 p.u., to prevent load shedding
under normal operating conditions. To limit the magnitudes of the voltage sags caused by
power imbalance, the lowest voltage threshold, which is used for the last shedding step in
both schemes, is set at 0.86 p.u.
Figure 4.4(a) illustrates the operating characteristics of the conventional voltage-based
load shedding scheme. This characteristic utilizes voltage thresholds that are uniformly
distributed between the aforementioned highest and lowest values. Thus, the conventional
voltage-based scheme respectively trips the CBs 1-3 whenever the corresponding bus
voltages fall below the thresholds Vth1 = 0.9 p.u., Vth2 = 0.88 p.u. and Vth3 = 0.86 p.u. The
operating characteristics of the conventional voltage-based load shedding scheme does not
depend on, i.e., is not sensitive to, the magnitude and polarity of the ROCOV.
The proposed adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme utilizes the voltage threshold
defined by (4.1) and shown in Figure 4.4(b), to trip the CBs 1-3. It is assumed that a power
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imbalance causing ROCOV < -2.5 p.u./s is extreme and necessitates simultaneous shedding
of all non-critical loads as soon as the corresponding bus voltages fall below the abnormal
voltage of 0.9 p.u. The reason is that such a disturbance would cause the bus voltages to drop
from 0.9 p.u. to 0.8 p.u. within a relatively short time (shorter than 40 ms). On the other hand,
a power imbalance causing -0.5 p.u./s < ROCOV < 0 p.u./s can be mitigated by shedding the
non-critical loads using lower and selective voltage thresholds, because such a disturbance
would take a relatively long time (longer than 200 ms) to decrease the bus voltages by 0.1
p.u. Therefore, the ROCOV thresholds are set at k1 = 0.5 and k2 = 2.5 p.u./s.
Figure 4.4(b) shows that the proposed scheme utilizes an equal maximum load shedding
threshold for shedding all three non-critical loads when the voltage drops at a significant rate,
i.e., Vmax1 = Vmax2 = Vmax3 = 0.9 p.u. To achieve selective load shedding under less severe
power imbalance conditions, the non-critical loads are prioritized by utilizng different load
shedding voltage thresholds. This is accomplished by utilizing different minimum votage
threshods, that is, Vmin1 = 0.88 p.u., Vmin2 = 0.87 p.u., and Vmin3 = 0.86 p.u. These values are
determined based on the results of comprehensive simulation studies.

4.2.2.1

Case Study 1: Large Disturbance

The first case study investigates the DC microgrid behavior under a large generation
disturbance. Before the disturbance (t < 0.5 s), the microgrid is islanded. The WT operates
in the MPPT mode and generates 1 MW power, the PV units do not generate power (at night),
and the total power demand of the loads is 1.25 MW. Thus, the BESSs inject 0.3 MW into
the microgrid to maintain the power balance and regulate the bus voltages. The voltages at
the node 702 and at the terminals of CBs 1-3 are between 0.96 and 0.99 p.u. At t = 0.5 s, the
power generation of the WT becomes zero due to an unscheduled shut down. Thus, the
BESSs inject their maximum power of 0.8 MW into the microgrid to maintain the power
balance. As the total power capacity of the BESSs is smaller than the power demand of the
loads, the bus voltages start to fall at a significant rate. The performances of the conventional
and adaptive voltage-based load shedding schemes under this large disturbance are
investigated and compared in this sub-section.
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Conventional Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.5 illustrates the performance of the conventional voltage-based load shedding
scheme under the aforementioned large disturbance. Figure 4.5(a) shows the voltage of the
node 702, that is at the center of the critical load area, and the voltages at the load-side
terminals of the CBs 1-3 (seen by the non-critical loads). Figure 4.5(b) shows the ROCOV
seen by the non-critical loads, which is not used by the conventional load shedding scheme.
Figure 4.5(c) shows the total power demand of the loads in the microgrid. As shown in Figure
4.5(c), the conventional scheme is able to maintain the power balance after the disturbance
by shedding all three groups of the non-critical loads at t = 0.515 s, 0.541 s, and 0.564 s,
respectively. However, this scheme is not sufficiently fast. The voltage seen by the critical
loads remains below 0.9 p.u for more than 0.1 s and is eventually regulated at an acceptable
level (0.92 p.u.) within about 0.25 s after the disturbance.
The performance of the conventional voltage-based load shedding scheme depends on
its predetermined fixed voltage thresholds. The thresholds are determined such that
acceptable performance is achieved under specific operating conditions. The performance is
degraded as the operating conditions change. In addition, using voltage thresholds that are
closer to 1 p.u. leads to more desirable steady-state voltage regulation and smaller voltage
sags, but may result in shedding an unnecessarily large amount of loads, and vice versa.
Hence, utilizing the conventional load shedding scheme necessitates a compromise between
the voltage regulation performance and the power supply reliability.

4.2.2.1.2

Adaptive Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.6 illustrates the performance of the adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme
under the disturbance of Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6(b) shows that the magnitude of the ROCOV
caused by the large power deficit is considerably large. Consequently, the adaptive voltage
thresholds used for all three steps of load shedding are automatically set at or slightly below
0.9 p.u., based on the characteristics of Figure 4.4(b). This results in shedding all three groups
of the non-critical loads as soon as the corresponding bus voltages fall below 0.9 p.u., as
illustrated in Figure 4.6(c). Hence, the adaptive load shedding scheme trips the CBs 1-3 at
t = 0.515 s, 0.533 s, and 0.533 s, respectively. Due to the faster reaction of the proposed
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Figure 4.5: Performance of the conventional voltage-based load shedding scheme in the
Case Study 1: (a) DC voltages, (b) ROCOV, (c) total load power.
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Figure 4.6: Performance of the adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme in the
Case Study 1: (a) DC voltages, (b) ROCOV, (c) total load power.
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adaptive scheme, the voltage seen by the critical loads (voltage of the node 702) does not fall
below 0.9 p.u., and is regulated at the acceptable level of 0.92 p.u., within a relatively short
time (less than 0.1 s) after the disturbance, as shown in Figure 4.6(a). The results of Figure
4.6 indicate that the proposed scheme reduces the load shedding delay when a large
disturbance causes the bus voltages to fall at a significant rate.

4.2.2.2

Case Study 2: Small Disturbance

The second case study investigates the performances of the conventional and adaptive
voltage-based load shedding schemes under a less severe disturbance. Before the disturbance
is applied (t < 0.5 s), the microgrid is islanded. The WT operates in the MPPT mode and
generates 0.7 MW power, the PV units are out of service, and the total power demand of the
loads is 1.21 MW. Thus, the BESSs inject 0.55 MW into the microgrid to maintain the power
balance and regulate the DC bus voltages. The voltages at the node 702 and at the terminals
of the CBs 1-3 are between 0.92 and 0.96 p.u. The disturbance in this case study is a slower
change of the WT power output caused by the variations of wind speed. The power
generation of the WT gradually changes from 0.7 MW to 0.5 MW during the time period of
0.5 s < t < 0.8 s, and from 0.5 MW to 0.8 MW during the time period of 0.8 s < t < 1.1 s.
This power disturbance causes relatively slow variations of the bus voltages within the
microgrid. The performances of the conventional and adaptive load shedding schemes under
this disturbance are investigated and the results are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.

4.2.2.2.1

Conventional Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.7 illustrates the performance of the conventional voltage-based load shedding
scheme under the aforementioned wind speed disturbance. Figure 4.7(a) shows that the wind
speed drop causes the voltage at the terminal of CB1, i.e., seen by the first group of noncritical loads, to fall below 0.9 p.u., i.e., the highest voltage threshold in Figure 4.5(a). Hence,
the conventional load shedding scheme sheds the first group of non-critical loads by tripping
the CB1 at t = 0.725 s, as shown in Figure 4.7(c). Consequently, the voltages seen by the rest
of the loads are increased, as illustrated in Figure 4.7(a). It should be noted that the ROCOV
shown in Figure 4.7(b) is not used by the conventional load shedding scheme.
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Figure 4.7: Performance of the conventional voltage-based load shedding scheme in the
Case Study 2: (a) DC voltages, (b) ROCOV, (c) total load power.
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Figure 4.8: Performance of the adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme in the
Case Study 2: (a) DC voltages, (b) ROCOV, (c) total load power.
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Adaptive Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.8 illustrates the performance of the adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme
under the wind speed disturbance of Figure 4.7. As shown in Figure 4.8(c), the proposed
adaptive scheme does not shed any loads. The reason is that the magnitude of the ROCOV
caused by the slow wind speed variations is less than 0.5 p.u./s, Figure 4.8(b). Hence, the
adaptive voltage thresholds used for load shedding by CBs 1-3 become 0.88 p.u., 0.87 p.u.,
and 0.86 p.u., respectively, based on the characteristics of Figure 4.4(b). The load voltages
of Figure 4.8(a) do not fall below any of the aforementioned adaptive thresholds. Comparing
the results of Figures 4.7 and 4.8 indicates that the load shedding performed by the
conventional scheme was not necessary. In other words, the conventional scheme
unnecessarily degraded the power supply reliability. The proposed adaptive load shedding
scheme becomes more secure, i.e., utilizes lower voltage thresholds, whenever the load
voltages do not fall at a high rate. This prevents unnecessary shedding of non-critical loads.

4.2.2.3

Case Study 3: Islanding

The third case study represents an unscheduled islanding scenario. Before t = 0.5 s, the DC
microgrid is grid-connected, but the generation levels are low. The WT generates 0.2 MW
in the MPPT mode, the PV systems are out of service (at night). The BESSs inject 0.17
MW power, and the total power demand of the loads is 1.22 MW. The GTC imports 0.91
MW from the AC grid to maintain the power balance and regulate the DC bus voltages.
The voltages at the node 702 and at the terminals of CBs 1-3 are between 0.92 and 0.97
p.u. At t = 0.5 s, the DC microgrid is islanded and the GTC becomes unable to exchange
power with the AC grid. The BESSs inject their maximum power of 0.8 MW into the
microgrid, which is not sufficient to fully mitigate the power imbalance. As a result, the
bus voltages start to fall at a moderate rate. The performances of the conventional and
adaptive voltage-based load shedding schemes under the aforementioned disturbance are
investigated and the results are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.
4.2.2.3.1

Conventional Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.9 illustrates the performance of the conventional load shedding scheme under the
aforementioned islanding disturbance. Figure 4.9(a) shows that the unscheduled islanding
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Figure 4.9: Performance of the conventional voltage-based load shedding scheme in the
Case Study 3: (a) DC voltages, (b) ROCOV, (c) total load power.
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Figure 4.10: Performance of the adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme in the
Case Study 3: (a) DC voltages, (b) ROCOV, (c) total load power.
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causes the bus voltages in the microgrid to fall below 0.88 p.u. Thus, the conventional scheme
sheds two groups of non-critical loads by tripping the CBs 1 and 2 at t = 0.507 s, and 0.576
s, respectively. Hence, the total power demand is decreased to 0.93 MW, Figure 4.9(c). The
voltage seen by the critical loads (voltage of the node 702) is regulated at an acceptable level
(0.92 p.u.) within about 0.2 s after the disturbance.
4.2.2.3.2

Adaptive Voltage-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.10 illustrates the performance of the proposed adaptive load shedding scheme under
the disturbance of Figure 4.9. Figure 4.10(b) shows that the magnitude of the ROCOV caused
by the unscheduled islanding is not too large, especially after the first load shedding step.
Hence, the adaptive voltage thresholds are set at values slightly lower than those of the
conventional scheme, based on the characteristics of Figure 4.4(b). The adaptive load
shedding scheme trips the CBs 1 and 2 at t = 0.507 s, and 0.598 s, respectively. As a result,
the total power demand of loads reduces to 0.93 MW, and the voltage seen by the critical
loads is regulated at an acceptable level (0.92 p.u.) within about 0.25 s after the disturbance.
The results of Figures 4.9 and 4.10 indicate that the adaptive and conventional voltagebased load shedding schemes have similar performances when a disturbance causes the bus
voltages to fall at a moderate rate. Although the proposed scheme slightly increases the load
shedding delay in this case study (50 ms), this does not considerably increase the voltage
drop, as illustrated in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.10(a). The significant benefits of the proposed
scheme, which are highlighted by the Case Studies 1 and 2, justify the aforementioned short
delay under moderate disturbances.

4.3 Adaptive Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme
4.3.1 Introduction
In this section, an adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme is proposed for the DC
microgrid. The proposed load shedding scheme utilizes an adaptive time delay T that depends
on the ROCOV, as determined by:
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Figure 4.11: Adaptive time delay that depends on the ROCOV.
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where Tmin and Tmax are the minimum and maximum values of the adaptive time delay. The
constants -k1 and -k2 identify the values of the ROCOV at which the adaptive time delay
reaches the aforementioned minimum and maximum values, respectively. Figure 4.11
shows the variations of the adaptive time delay with respect to the ROCOV. A non-critical
load is instantaneously shed whenever the following two conditions are met.


The corresponding bus voltage remains below a common voltage threshold Vth (shared
by all non-critical loads) for a time period longer than the corresponding adaptive delay;



The under-voltage condition is not improving, i.e., the corresponding ROCOV is not
positive.
The first condition enables the load shedding scheme to adapt to the prevailing system

conditions by using a time delay that depends on the ROCOV. Under large disturbances,
where the magnitude of the ROCOV is significant, the adaptive time delay T becomes
shorter and causes faster load shedding in order to limit the voltage drop. When the
ROCOV is insignificant, there is no need for fast load shedding, and thus the delay becomes
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Figure 4.12: Flowchart of the adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme.

longer in order to prevent over-shedding. The second condition prevents load shedding
when the voltage is rising, even if it is below the threshold Vth.
The time delay characteristics of different load shedding steps are defined such that,
under any operating conditions, the time delay corresponding to a lower priority load is
shorter than that of a higher-priority load. This is achieved by appropriately setting the
parameters of (4.4), i.e., k1, k2, Tmin, and Tmax, as described in the next section. The flowchart
and block diagram of the proposed load shedding scheme are shown in Figures 4.12 and
4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram of the adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme.

Figure 4.14: Operating characteristics of different load shedding schemes:
(a) conventional scheme with short delays, (b) conventional scheme with long delays,
(c) adaptive scheme.

4.3.2 Performance Evaluation
This section investigates and compares the performances of the conventional and adaptive
timer-based load shedding schemes in the DC microgrid. The conventional scheme trips the
CBs 1-3 whenever the corresponding bus voltages remain below the voltage threshold
Vth = 0.9 p.u. for time periods longer than T1, T2, and T3, respectively. Figure 4.14 (a) shows
the operating characteristics of the conventional scheme with the short delays of T1 = 5 ms,
T2 = 10 ms and T3 = 15 ms. Figure 4.14 (b) shows the operating characteristics of the
conventional scheme with the longer delays of T1 = 50 ms, T2 = 100 ms and T3 = 150 ms. As
illustrated in Figure 4.14 (a) and (b), the operating characteristics of the conventional load
shedding scheme does not depend on, i.e., is not sensitive to, the magnitude and polarity of
the ROCOV.
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The proposed load shedding scheme utilizes the adaptive time delay defined by (4.4) and

shown in Figure 4.14 (c), to trip the CBs 1-3. A power imbalance causing ROCOV < -2 p.u./s
is extreme and necessitates fast shedding of all non-critical loads as soon as the bus voltages
fall below Vth = 0.9 p.u. The reason is that such a disturbance would cause the bus voltages
to drop from 0.9 p.u. to 0.8 p.u. within a relatively short time (shorter than 40 ms). On the
other hand, a power imbalance causing -0.2 p.u./s < ROCOV < 0 p.u./s can be mitigated by
further delayed load shedding, because such a disturbance would take a relatively long time
(longer than 200 ms) to decrease the bus voltages by 0.1 p.u. Thus, the ROCOV thresholds
are set at k1 = 0.2 and k2 = 2 p.u./s for all three CBs. The minimum delays associated with
the CBs 1-3 are Tmin1=5 ms, Tmin2=10 ms, and Tmin3=15 ms, respectively. The maximum
delays associated with the CBs 1-3 are Tmax1=50 ms, Tmax2=100 ms, and Tmax3=150 ms,
respectively. These values are determined based on the results of comprehensive simulation
studies.

4.3.2.1

Case Study 1: Large Disturbance

The first case study investigates the DC microgrid response to a large generation
disturbance. Initially, i.e., at t < 0.5 s, the microgrid is islanded, the WT generates 1 MW
power in the MPPT mode, the PV systems do not generate power (at night), and the total
power demand of the loads is 1.24 MW. The BESSs regulate the DC bus voltages in the
range of 0.96 p.u. to 1.0 p.u., by injecting 0.27 MW into the microgrid. Due to an
unscheduled shut down at t = 0.5 s, the power generation of the WT becomes zero.
Subsequently, each BESS injects its maximum power of 0.4 MW into the microgrid, to
maintain the power balance. As the total power rating of the BESSs is smaller than the
power demand, the bus voltages start to fall. This sub-section investigates and compares
the performances of the conventional timer-based load shedding scheme (with short and
long delays) and the proposed adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme, under the
aforementioned disturbance.

4.3.2.1.1

Conventional Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.15 illustrates the performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding
scheme with short delays. Figure 4.15(a) shows the critical load voltage (node 702), and the
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Figure 4.15: Performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding scheme with short
delays, in the Case Study 1: (a) bus voltages, (b) total power demand of the loads.
non-critical load voltages (voltages at the load-side terminals of the CBs 1-3). Figure 4.15(b)
shows the total power demand of the loads in the microgrid. The conventional load shedding
scheme with short delays quickly sheds all three groups of the non-critical loads by tripping
the CBs 1-3 at t = 0.52 s, 0.54 s, and 0.543 s, respectively. Consequently, the voltage seen
by the critical loads does not fall below 0.89 p.u., and is regulated at 0.92 p.u. within about
0.15 s after the disturbance.
Figure 4.16 shows the performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding
scheme with long delays, under the same disturbance scenario as that of Figure 4.15. As
shown in Figure 4.16(b), the non-critical loads are shed by tripping the CBs 1-3 at t = 0.565
s, 0.626 s, and 0.675 s, respectively. Due to the increased load shedding delay, the voltage
seen by the critical loads drops to 0.72 p.u. and remains below 0.9 p.u. for more than 0.5 s.
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Figure 4.16: Performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding scheme with long
delays, in the Case Study 1: (a) bus voltages, (b) total power demand of the loads.
The critical load voltage is eventually regulated at 0.92 p.u. within about 0.6 s after the
disturbance. The performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding scheme
depends on the predetermined fixed time delays. The results of Figures 4.15 and 4.16
indicate that more desirable voltage regulation can be achieved by using shorter delays.
However, it is shown in section 4.3.1.2.1 that short delays may cause unnecessary load
shedding by the conventional timer-based scheme.

4.3.2.1.2

Adaptive Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.17 illustrates the performance of the proposed adaptive timer-based load shedding
scheme under the disturbance of Figure 4.15. The proposed scheme quickly sheds the noncritical loads by tripping the CBs 1-3 at t = 0.521 s, 0.542 s, and 0.568 s, respectively.
These results are close to the performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding
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Figure 4.17: Performance of the adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme in the Case
Study 1: (a) bus voltages, (b) ROCOV at the load-side terminal of CB1, (c) ROCOV at the
load-side terminal of CB2, (d) ROCOV at the load-side terminal of CB3 (e) total power
demand of the loads.
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scheme with short delays. The reason is that the magnitude of the ROCOV caused by the
disturbance in the Case Study 1 is considerably large, as shown in Figures 4.17(b)-(d).
Hence, based on the characteristics of Figure 4.14(c), the adaptive load shedding time delay
of each CB is automatically set at or slightly above the corresponding minimum delay Tmin.
Due to the fast reaction of the proposed load shedding scheme, the critical load voltage
(node 702) does not fall below 0.875 p.u., and is regulated at 0.92 p.u. within a relatively
short time (about 0.2 s) after the disturbance. Figure 4.18 illustrates how the adaptive delay
T is compared with the time duration of the under-voltage condition (Vdc < 0.9 p.u.), i.e.,
the output of the timer in Figure 4.13, to determine whether the loads downstream of the
CBs 1-3 must be shed. Figures 4.18 (a)-(c) show the adaptive time-delay characteristics
(solid red line) and the operating point trajectory (dotted blue line) of the load shedding
algorithms utilized to trip the CBs 1-3, respectively. The vertical axis in each of the Figures
4.18 (a)-(c) represents the time duration of the under-voltage condition. The horizontal axis
represents the instantaneous value of the ROCOV.
The results of Figures 4.17 and 4.18 indicate that the proposed adaptive load shedding
scheme effectively limits the magnitude and duration of the voltage sag by taking fast
action when the magnitude of the ROCOV is large. In other words, Figure 4.17 shows that
the performance of the proposed adaptive load shedding scheme is almost equivalent to
that of the conventional timer-based scheme with short delays, when the power deficit is
significant.

4.3.2.2

Case Study 2: Islanding

The second case study investigates the performances of the conventional and adaptive
timer-based load shedding schemes in an unscheduled islanding scenario. Before t = 0.5 s,
the DC microgrid is connected to the AC grid, but the generation levels are low. The WT
generates 0.25 MW in the MPPT mode, the PV systems are out of service (at night), the
BESSs inject 0.16 MW power, and the total power demand of the loads is 1.22 MW. The
GTC imports 0.88 MW from the AC grid to maintain the power balance and regulate the
DC bus voltages.
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Figure 4.18: Adaptive time-delay characteristics (solid red line) and the operating point
trajectory (dotted blue line) of the load shedding algorithms utilized to trip (a) CB1, (b)
CB2, and (c) CB3, in the Case Study 1.
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Figure 4.19: Performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding scheme with short
delays, in the Case Study 2: (a) bus voltages, (b) total power demand of the loads.
At t = 0.5 s, the DC microgrid is islanded and the GTC power exchange with the AC
grid becomes zero. Subsequently, each BESS injects its maximum power of 0.4 MW into
the microgrid, to maintain the power balance. However, as the total power received from
the DERs is smaller than the power demand of the loads, the bus voltages start to fall. This
sub-section investigates and compares the performances of the conventional load shedding
scheme (with short and long delays) and the proposed adaptive load shedding scheme,
under the aforementioned disturbance.

4.3.2.2.1

Conventional Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.19 illustrates the performance of the conventional load shedding scheme with
short delays, in minimizing the adverse effects of the islanding incident. The conventional
scheme with short delays sheds all three groups of the non-critical loads by tripping the
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Figure 4.20: Performance of the conventional timer-based load shedding scheme with long
delays, in the Case Study 2: (a) bus voltages, (b) total power demand of the loads.
CBs 1-3 at t = 0.513 s, 0.57 s, and 0.572 s, respectively. Consequently, the voltage seen by
the critical loads does not fall below 0.9 p.u., and is regulated at about 0.95 p.u. within a
time period of about 0.12 s after the islanding. The study results also indicate that the
conventional load shedding scheme with short delays does not provide sufficient time for
the bus voltages to reach the acceptable levels, before shedding the next group of loads.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.19, at 0.55 < t < 0.6 s, where the CBs 2 and 3 are tripped
almost simultaneously. It is shown in the next part that tripping the CB3 in the Case Study
2 could be avoided.
Figure 4.20 shows the performance of the conventional load shedding scheme with
long delays, under the same disturbance scenario as that of Figure 4.19. As shown in Figure
4.20(b), the non-critical loads are shed by tripping the CBs 1-3 at t = 0.558 s, 0.626 s, and
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0.675 s, respectively. The conventional load shedding scheme with long delays fails to shed
the first group of non-critical loads in a timely manner, and thus causes a larger voltage
drop before any loads are shed. This is illustrated in Figure 4.20, at 0.5 < t < 0.55 s. As a
results, the voltage seen by the critical loads drops to 0.86 p.u., and is eventually regulated
at about 0.95 p.u. within 0.22 s after the disturbance. Figure 4.20 (a) also shows that the
third load shedding step was not necessary, because the voltage seen by the critical loads
starts to rise at a considerable rate after the second group of loads is shed. The critical load
voltage would reach about 0.925 p.u., if CB3 was not tripped.
The results of Figures 4.19 and 4.20 indicate that utilizing fixed time delays for the
conventional timer-based load shedding scheme may lead to over-shedding of non-critical
loads under less severe disturbances. This may take place regardless of whether short or
long fixed delays are utilized.

4.3.2.2.2

Adaptive Timer-based Load Shedding Scheme

Figure 4.21 illustrates the performance of the proposed adaptive load shedding scheme
under the disturbance of Figure 4.19. The proposed scheme sheds two groups of the noncritical loads by tripping the CB1 and CB2 at t = 0.513 s, and 0.665 s, respectively. The
CB1 is tripped fast, because the magnitude of the corresponding ROCOV is large at around
t = 0.52 s. Consequently, the voltage seen by the critical loads does not fall below 0.885
p.u., and is regulated at 0.92 p.u. within 0.25 s after the disturbance, as illustrated in Figure
4.21(a). The CB3 is not tripped. The reason is that the adaptive scheme prevents
unnecessary tripping of the CB3 when the ROCOV becomes positive after the second load
shedding step, as shown in Figure 4.21(d) at t > 0.67 s.
The results of Figure 4.21 indicate that the adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme
(i) reduces the magnitude of the voltage sag by shortening the first load shedding delay
when the ROCOV is large, and (ii) prevents over-shedding when the ROCOV is positive
or has a small magnitude. Figure 4.22 shows the adaptive time delay characteristics (solid
red line) and the operating point trajectory (dotted blue line) of the load shedding
algorithms utilized to trip the CBs 1-3, in the Case Study 2. Figure 4.22 (c) illustrates that
the operating point trajectory of the CB3 load shedding scheme does not cross the
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Figure 4.21: Performance of the adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme in the Case
Study 2: (a) bus voltages, (b) ROCOV at the load-side terminal of CB1, (c) ROCOV at the
load-side terminal of CB2, (d) ROCOV at the load-side terminal of CB3 (e) total power
demand of the loads.
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Figure 4.22: Adaptive time-delay characteristics (solid red line) and the operating point
trajectory (dotted blue line) of the load shedding algorithms utilized to trip (a) CB1, (b)
CB2, and (c) CB3, in the Case Study 2.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the conventional and adaptive load shedding schemes.
Case Study

1

2

Load Shedding Scheme

Vmin (p.u.) Vfinal (p.u.)

Trip Time (s)
CB1

CB2

CB3

Conventional scheme with short delays

0.89

0.92

0.52

0.54

0.543

Conventional scheme with long delays

0.72

0.92

0.565

0.626

0.675

Adaptive scheme

0.875

0.92

0.521

0.542

0.568

Conventional scheme with short delays

0.9

0.95

0.513

0.57

0.572

Conventional scheme with long delays

0.86

0.95

0.558

0.626

0.675

Adaptive scheme

0.885

0.92

0.513

0.665

-

corresponding adaptive time delay characteristics, which is the reason CB3 is not tripped
in this case study.
Table 4.1 compares the performances of the conventional and adaptive timer-based
load shedding schemes under the Case Studies 1 and 2. In Table 4.1, Vmin and Vfinal are the
minimum and final values of the critical load voltage after the disturbances.

4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, adaptive voltage and timer-based load shedding schemes are proposed for the
DC microgrid. The performance of the proposed load shedding schemes are investigated and
compared with those of the conventional voltage and timer-based load shedding schemes,
under different disturbances. The study results indicate that the proposed adaptive load
shedding schemes:


utilize the ROCOV to achieve a more reliable assessment of the microgrid operating
conditions and determine the appropriate load shedding voltage thresholds and time
delays.



effectively maintain the power balance in the DC microgrid through coordinated
shedding of non-critical loads, using locally measured voltages.



ensure that the bus voltages do not fall below predetermined lower limits, through fast
load shedding under high ROCOV conditions.



more effectively protect the integrity of the DC microgrid, i.e., prevents unnecessary
shedding of loads by using more secure, i.e., lower voltage thresholds or longer time
delays when the ROCOV is not significant.
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do not suffer from the high cost and potential failures associated with the communicationbased schemes.



limit the magnitude and duration of the voltage sag caused by power deficit in the DC
microgrid.



increase the reliability of the power supplied to the loads by preventing over-shedding.

Chapter 5
5 Conclusions, Contributions, and
Future Work
5.1 Summary
The development of the DC microgrid technology requires effective strategies to protect
the integrity of the DC microgrid under large disturbances. The main objective of this thesis
is to develop advanced control and load shedding strategies to protect the DC microgrid
integrity without relying on costly communication systems that may compromise the
system reliability.
Chapter 1 presents background information on the DC microgrid, the thesis objectives,
literature review and the study system.
In Chapter 2, improved DBS and MADC strategies are proposed to achieve
coordinated control of the DERs and GTC in the DC microgrid without utilizing costly
high-bandwidth communication systems.
Chapter 3 investigates and compares the performances of the existing noncommunication based load shedding schemes in the DC microgrid.
In Chapter 4, adaptive voltage-based and timer-based load shedding schemes are
proposed utilizing voltage thresholds and time delays that are automatically adjusted
depending on the rate of change of locally measured bus voltages.
Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis contributions and provides concluding remarks.

5.2 Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from this thesis are aligned with the objectives of the research
to develop advanced control and load shedding strategies to protect the integrity of the DC
microgrid under large disturbances. The conclusions are as follows:
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The proposed DBS control strategy: (i) effectively maintains the power balance in the
DC microgrid by properly and quickly changing the voltage-power characteristics of
the DERs and the GTC, (ii) effectively limits the DC bus voltage deviations to 0.1 p.u.
under large disturbances, (iii) realizes smooth transitions between different operation
states, (iv) improves the DC microgrid dynamic response to disturbances, (v) does not
require an excessively large GTC or BESSs, and (vi) enhances the DC microgrid
reliability, flexibility, modularity, and expandability.



The proposed MADC strategy: (i) effectively maintains the power balance in the DC
microgrid, (ii) effectively regulates the DC bus voltages under various operating
conditions, by properly switching the operation modes of the DERs, (iii) improves
power sharing between the DERs, (iv) significantly reduces the circulating currents
between the DERs in the islanded microgrid, and (v) enables reliable and coordinated
operation of the DERs, regardless of how fast the bus voltages change in response to
disturbances.



The proposed DBS control strategy provides better dynamic response to disturbances,
since it does not cause extra delay in the DER mode. Thus, it is more suitable for
application in relatively small-scale microgrids, where the voltage drops caused by the
line resistances are negligible and all the DERs and the GTC measure equal bus
voltages. On the other hand, the MADC provides better power sharing performance,
and is more suitable for application in large-scale DC microgrids with multiple
geographically dispersed DERs, where the voltage drops caused by the line resistances
are not negligible.



The proposed adaptive voltage- and timer-based load shedding schemes: (i) effectively
maintain the power balance in the DC microgrid through fast and coordinated shedding
of non-critical loads, (ii) ensure that the bus voltages do not fall below predetermined
lower limits, through fast load shedding under high ROCOV conditions, (iii) more
effectively protect the integrity of the DC microgrid, i.e., prevents unnecessary
shedding of loads by using more secure, i.e., lower voltage thresholds or longer time
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delays when the ROCOV is not significant, (iv) do not suffer from the high cost and
potential failures associated with the communication-based load shedding schemes, (v)
minimize the magnitudes and durations of temporary voltage sags caused by sudden
disturbances, and (vi) increase the reliability of the power supplied to the loads, by
preventing over-shedding.

5.3 Contributions
The thesis presents the following contributions.


An improved DBS control strategy is proposed to achieve coordinated decentralized
control of the DERs and GTC in the DC microgrid without utilizing costly highbandwidth communication systems. The proposed DBS control strategy utilizes multiple
predefined DC voltage ranges to determine the operation modes of the DERs and the
GTC. The operation mode of each component changes instantaneously whenever the
corresponding bus voltage enters any of the aforementioned ranges.



An improved MADC strategy is proposed for the DC microgrid to minimize the adverse
effects of unequal bus voltages on the coordinated participation of the DERs in regulating
bus voltages and maintaining the power balance in the DC microgrid. The proposed
MADC strategy delays all mode change actions such that none of the DERs attempts to
change its operation mode in response to a voltage disturbance, before all other DERs
detect the disturbance.



An adaptive voltage-based load shedding scheme is proposed utilizing voltage thresholds
that are automatically adjusted depending on the rate of change of locally measured bus
voltages. It instantaneously sheds a non-critical load whenever its bus voltage falls
below the adaptive voltage threshold and its rate of change of voltage is negative.



An adaptive timer-based load shedding scheme is proposed utilizing time delays that are
automatically adjusted depending on the rate of change of locally measured bus voltages.
It sheds a non-critical load whenever its bus voltage remains below the common voltage
threshold for a time period longer than the corresponding adaptive delay, and its rate of
change of voltage is negative.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.4 Future Work
The study results presented in this thesis provide a platform for future work on integrity
protection of the DC microgrid using adaptive control and load shedding strategies. The
expected future work that can complement this research includes hardware implementation
of the proposed control and load shedding strategies and testing them in a real DC
microgrid platform. Adaptive control and load shedding strategies can be also utilized in
hybrid microgrids. Developing effective strategies for coordinated control of DERs and
shedding of loads in a hybrid microgrid is considered as future work.

Appendix A: Study System Parameters
Table A.1: Parameters of the DC Microgrid

GTC

STrans = 1 MVA
SGTC = 1 MVA
Vrated = 750 V
Rf-series = 1 mΩ
Rf-parallel = 100 mΩ

Transformer: 0.75kV/4.8 kV
Cdc = 20 mF
fsw = 2.7 kHz
Lf-series = 0.224 mH
Cf-parallel = 500 µF

WT

PWT = 1 MW
SPMSG = 1.1 MVA
ωb = 377 rad/s
Rs = 0.017 pu
Xd = 0.55 pu
Rkd = 0.055 pu
Xkd = 0.62 pu
Ψf = 1 pu
Hg = 0.62 s
Cp-nom = 0.48 pu
βmin = 0 degree
vw-cut-in =3 m/s
ρair = 1.225 kg/m3

Vrated = 690 V
SVSC = 1.1 MVA
frated = 60 Hz
Xl = 0.064 pu
Xq = 1.1 pu
Rkq = 0.183 pu
Xkq = 1.175 pu
Cdc = 20 mF
Ht = 2.16 s
λopt = 8.1
βmax = 16 degree
vw-cut-out =25 m/s
vw-rated = 12 m/s

PV

PPV = 2*0.5 MW = 1 MW
Voc = 973.7 V
T = 25 C
k = 1.38 *10-23 J/K
Cells Ns = 72
Cells Np = 1
Cin = 300 µF
Cdc = 10 mF

Irradiation = 0-1000 w/m2
Isc = 714 A
n = 1.42
q =1.6*10-19 C
Modules Ns = 21
Modules Np = 70
Lin = 1 mH
fsw = 2.7 kHz

BESS

PBESS = 2*0.4 MW = 0.8 MW
Q = 0.57 kAh
Cdc = 10 mF

Vrated = 0.7 kV
Lin = 1 mH
fsw = 2.7 kHz

Load

Total
Critical
Non-critical
Constant Power
Constant Current
Constant Resistance

PLoad = 1228.5 kW
PLoad = 758 kW
PLoad = 470.5 kW
PCPL = 758.5 kW
PCCL = 254 kW
PCRL = 216 kW
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Table A.2: DC Microgrid Load Data
Node

Type

Power (kW)

701

Constant Power

315

712

Constant Power

42.5

713

Constant Power

42.5

714

Constant Current

19

718

Constant Resistance

42.5

720

Constant Power

42.5

722

Constant Current

80.5

724

Constant Resistance

21

725

Constant Power

21

727

Constant Power

21

728

Constant Power

63

729

Constant Current

21

730

Constant Resistance

42.5

731

Constant Resistance

42.5

732

Constant Power

21

733

Constant Current

42.5

734

Constant Power

21

735

Constant Power

42.5

736

Constant Resistance

21

737

Constant Current

70

738

Constant Power

63

740

Constant Power

42.5

741

Constant Current

21

742

Constant Resistance

46.5

744

Constant Power

21
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Table A.3: Cable Lengths and Types
Node A

Node B

Length (m)

Type

701

702

292.6

1

702

705

121.9

1

702

713

109.7

1

702

703

402.3

1

703

727

73.2

4

703

730

182.9

1

704

714

24.4

4

704

720

243.8

1

705

742

97.5

4

705

712

73.2

2

706

725

85.3

4

707

724

231.6

4

707

722

36.6

2

708

733

97.5

2

708

732

97.5

4

709

731

182.9

4

709

708

97.5

2

710

735

61

4

710

736

390.1

4

711

741

121.9

4

711

740

61

4

713

704

158.5

1

714

718

158.5

4

720

707

280.4

1

720

706

182.9

4

727

744

85.3

4

730

709

61

1

733

734

170.7

2

734

737

195.1

2

734

710

158.5

3

737

738

122

3

738

711

122

3

744

728

61

4

744

729

85.3

4

775

709

0

XFM-1
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Table A.4: Underground Cable Parameters Per-Unit Length
Type

1

2

3

4

Size

1000 kcmil

250 kcmil

1 AWG

6 AWG

R (mΩ/m)

0.075

0.232

0.599

1.701

L (µH/m)

0.118

0.181

0.262

0.366

C (nF/m)

0.402

0.216

0.152

0.120

Table A.5: Underground Cable Dimensions
Dimensions (mm)
Type

Size
r1

r2

r3
18.1

r4

r5

r6

1

1000 kcmil 12.7

14.99

2

250 kcmil

8.64 10.635 12.155 15.645 16.99

3

1 AWG

3.674 5.704

7.21

8.35 11.405 12.65

4

6 AWG

2.057 3.577

4.99

5.75

6.35

19.62 24.08 25.54

8.8

10.045

Table A.6: Parameters of the PI Controllers [p.u.]
DER

WT

PV

BESS

PI-Controlled Variable

KP

TI

Output Limits

Stator Currents Isq and Isd

0.5

0.01

-1.3 to 1.3

Active Power PPMSG

0.2

0.01

0 to 1

Stator Voltage Vs

2

0.02

-1 to 1

DC-Terminal Voltage VDC

5

0.003

0 to 1

PV Voltage VPV

2

0.005

0 to 1

DC-Terminal Voltage VDC

2

0.005

0 to 1

Battery Current IBESS

2

0.01

0 to 1

Battery Voltage VBESS

20

0.001

-1 to 1

DC-Terminal Current Idc

0.1

0.08

0 to 1

DC-Terminal Voltage VDC

20

0.002

-1 to 1
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